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TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for ilret insertion,and 25 cent* for each subsequent insertion for any period under three
months.
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H., &CO., DealersIn all kinds of Fnrniture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.

Tobaco

'T'E ROLLER, O.

I.

EID8EMA J.

T)

M., A SON, General Dealers In
Furniture & Coffins; Eighth street.See ad-

Business Curds in City Directory, not over three
lines,$2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published withoutcharge.

$ur

VAARWERK,

Produce, Etc.

CO., Dealers In Drv Goods,
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps,
Clothingand Feed; River street.

Leave
Tmine.

Rapids.
“
“
“ "
“ 10.35““
m.
8.35““
m.

5.25 a.

V7AN PUTTEN

v

10.05 a. m.

f

12.10p.m.
6.35 “ “
* 0.15 p.m.

3.30 p.

G. A CO„ General Dealers, in
Dry Goods. Groceries,Crockery, Hats and

W^G^od^^G^

;

m.

5.20 a. m. QLOOTKR A HIGGINS, Dealers in Flour and
Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff,
Ac., Ac. in
12.25
3.25 p.m.
* 9.35 “
f 4.10 “ “ Slooter's Brick Building.— See Advertisement.
* Daily except?Snturdsy
Hardwars.
t Mixed trains.
All other triins dally except Sundays.
"tTAVERKATE, G, J. First Ward Hardware
All trains on this mad, will he run by Chicago 1J. Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th
time, which is 2d minuteslater than Columbus atreet.

p

“

RAPIDS

FROM GR’ND

Expre**. Mail.
P. M.
4 15
4 32
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6 11
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6 35
6 50
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6.00
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5 00
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9 30
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4 05

M

P.

15

1

Grand Rapid*.
Grandville.

Allegtn.
Olaego.
Plalnwell.

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
White Pigeon.
Chicago.
Toledo.
Cleveland.
Buffalo.

A.
10
9
8

M.
10
55
45
p ie
8 07
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7 35
A.M.
5 50
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10 40
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11 55
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7 40
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12 10
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7 10
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5 10
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»
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........... ©$120
.............65
............. 75
16 00

tt>

..............6 00

©

«
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fOWARD, M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney aud

L Notary Public;

River atreet.

LJ

ing

at

J-

Solicitor at
bullaing.

Office,

rpEN EYCK,

JM Attorney

street.

^

at

To Consumptives.

TT'LIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith >Jhop;

1 Horse Shoeing and
pons. Cash

Wockl

floo^,

The adyertiser, having been permanently cured of that dread disease, ConsumptXmhiot Tailor*
ion, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
TkOSMAN, J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer known to his fellow sufferersthe means of
In ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnishcure. To all who desire it, he will send a
ing Goods.
copy of the prescriptionused, (free of
"ITORST, W., Merchant Tailor.Cloth purchas- ,charge).with the directions for preparing
cd elsewhere, will be cut to order. Rcoalrlng
and using the same, which they will find,
promptly attended to. River street.
a sure Cure for Consumption, Asthma,
Bronchitis, <fec. Parties whishing the preXsat Varkrti.

If LEYS. P., First Ward Meat Market; best of
IV Meats always on hand. Eighth street.

scription will please address
Rev. E. A. WILSON,
94 Penn 8t., Williamsburgh,N. Y.

For Sale by Heber Walsh, Holland,
Michigan.

UITE.J.. Dealer In all kinds of meats and
l vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

Erron

of

Youth.

cal)

V

R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
--A .Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.

; Eighth street.

\

Buklaf and Izohaag*.

pAURLS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
uni
MUU; Steam Saw and Flonr

.

(

Mills.) n^rfoot of 8th street

Books and Btatloaary.
T/’

ANTERS,

L. T\ Dealer In Books, Station-

CUrD7i8Cfcl&.™"d
Iwti

River

itrcet

A

ad

irietoraof the
Mill.
----- All ki
kind* of building material fttralshed•t
at Grand
Grand Rapid*
Raol price*.

—

l

f

Store,

’

tab street.

Dwtlat.

EE

D.

Real

KaUU and

Phyileiaa*.

D. M., Dental Snrgeon; reeldence, and

A

B. OGDEN,
42 Cedar st., New York,

Choice Cigars and Tobacco at the City
Bakery.

We

presume every one is too

well

remainder owners have been wrongfully informed
a handker- and hence have received erroneous im-

the

way

to the

From

the first settlingof this Colony to

bridges have been opened and kept in

demanded to see “Tom”

ship, but also ever since we were incorpo-

rated as a

city,

and should be continued

until every street and bridge in the city is

Jef- completed.

The opening of

“He’s

at dinner,

and
r-

the present time, all the streets, roads

ferson.

and has company,” re-

a street (as every-

body knows) can be accomplished

in dif-

plied the attendant, not a little astonished ferent ways; however, by opening a street
at

the audacity of the travel-soiled boy

is generally understoodthe filling of

with his bundle.

swampy places and

young
adventureranswered, “he told me to come

hills,

here to see him, and I’ve come and I ain’t

such an opened street is one

going off without seeing him.”

used, such as the branches of Eighth etr.

“That’s nothing,” promptly the

There was no choice but

to

obey, so the

partly leveling high

removing stumps, and building

Where
very much

bridges wherever it is necessary.

to

both depots, where thousaods of cords

servant went to the dining-roomand told of bark, car-loads
his master that a boy was outside who said

the

in

of brick, lumber and
merchandiseare received and shipped

; and but if such covering is not satisfactory

shabby youth, with his bundle

still to the

over his shoulder, found himself in the

•

street,

and

covered with clay and

the next number by giving the figures,

ing with you t'other day."

since the city was incorporatedin 1868;

“So

I

did,” replied the President, hU

sit

down

In order not

make

to

lengthy for this week, we

this article too
will

conclude io

showing the amonnt expended out of the
general fund for (be opening of streets
aiso, stating in what parts of the city these
streets were

opened and improved,in order

with us and that tax-payerswho have not formed a
one-sided opinion can see to

Another plate was ordered to be placed the eastern part of
on the table; and Charles Morgan took son claim to have
a seat with

Lodob,

it

ment exclaimed,“Who under the sun are
you?” the youngster ejaculated:
“Now! that’s Just what dad said you’d
say if I came here. Pm Charles Morgan,
and you axed me to come when I waa rid-

CARPETS! CARPETS!! take some dinner.

—MEYER & CO.

property owners on such

they wish to have

midst of a “state”' dinner party. But gravel, thee they are obliged to defray
nothing daunted by his strange position, each expenses individually, as was done
when the President in genuine astonish- with River and Eighth streets.

now you are here,

H.

pressions.

pair out of the public fund; and not only
White House, soon was this done when we were yet a town-

recollectionof the incident reviving; “and

lurarance

o’clock,

undiminiihed assurance

this* city

its

streets

what extent
can with rea-

opened.

among

gentlemen. Mr. Jefferdirected the dusty bundle, to which

the floe ladies and

•

tion of

at

Children’s Carriages.

T. E., Phyaiclan;residence, oppoelte Excelled by none in quality,finish or price
8. W. cor. Public Square.
H. liffiYERACO.

A NNIS.

XX

simply to qiake a passable road,

A gentleman lately stepped into a large
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
son
hosieiy
store in Chicago, where none bat
Holland, Mich., on Wedueaday evening,July
5, at 74
,
the lad clung to the last, to be taken to a “mourning goods” were sold, and inquired
Geo. Laudbk, W. M.
Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office, CVy Drvo
J. O. Dobsbubo, Sec'y.
spare bedroom, and announced his inten- for a pair of slate-colored gloves. The

post, HENRY

T1TAL8H,

rj

JOHN

r. * A.X.
A Regular Communication of U«ity

Irtarr Pukllc*

Agent, Notary Pubtte and Conveyancer; Collectloae made In Hollandand vicinity. ’

Van Raohe.011 K,*hth Btreet' °PP<*‘teBakker

dence,

-

Bhon.

dealer*
d 8hoci; rePalringneatly done;

and putting

shirt,

personal effects up in

A good variety of handsome Carpets at

T<>)"' 0P1M"1,e

well—

without meaning any grading or leveling,

dered the intruder to he brought

TTAN DERHAAR,

TTEALD,

line served on

talked

he must see the President, as he had been daily— it has thus far been covered out of
told to come. Mr. Jeffereon at once or- the general fund, with a cheap covering,

v

this

new

he boldly

all kinds of repairing
paid for Furs.

Law and Collecting

D Kenyon *

the White

vigorousblows on the panel of the door,

H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
A gentleman who suffered for years
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
ITISSCHER A., Attorney at Law, Notary Pub- and twine; 8th street.
and all the effects of youthful indiscretion
lie and Conveyancer.Kenyon’a building.
Corner of Eighth and River street.
will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
Ma&ufactorl**,XUli, Shop*, Ite.
send free to all who need it, the recipe and
Bakirlt*.
TVEMING, W. H., Matinfacturer of Plows, By direction for making the simple remedy
JLS Improved machinery is enabled to sell the
13 INNEKANT, j., Proprietress of the Pioneer regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at by which he was cured. SuffererswishAJ Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
lower prices than any surroundingtown. Plow ing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st
can do so by addressing in perfect confiRiver

a

.

b

of River

at

to go.

L 0. Of 0. F.
Holland City Lodge. No. 192, IndependentOrder chief, he twisted a stick through his bagof Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
gage, slung it over his shoulder, and startFellows’ Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
ed briskly off to walk to Washingtonto
Visiting brothersare cordiallyInvited.
see his friend. In due time the brave
M. Uarrinton, N. G.
J. A. Roost. R. 8.
youngster reached the capital city, and in-

Street.

JD

much

was, however, sufficiently the past, hut not less to the future of this
“dad” that he was asked city, viz: the opening of Hreets; understand

Whoever likes to see ^ flrst-class clean
found himself at the entrance. To the
Blacksmith bakery with a good fresh stock of goods?
servant
who appeared in response to his
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Go to Pessink’s.

done. River

view and so

in

about has, to a certain extent, reference to

tell

TVIJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and

cBRIDE, G.

fW' F- Counselsor liiTand
V
Chancery.
in Dr. Powers
West
Street,

toward

you.

The object

as his word. His fall sary to give a few facts from the past beephomespun suit and a change of ing upon a subject of vast importance to
underclothing,had just been completed; future buyers and sellers of lots on unand one morning, donning the new suit opened streets, since a number of property

quiring the

W., Attorney at Law and Solici- IkUTKAUW., New. Meat Market, near corner
1YI tor in Chancery; office with M. D. HowEighth and Fish Street. AP kinds of sauard, cor. Eighth and River streets.'
sages constantly on hand.
Vff

facts before

bare acknowledgment

supplies, a

and

V

Attorney*.

a

acquainted with the past history of our
“No, he won’t,” persisted the lad, “and city to need any extended mention of it;
Pam a-going.”
stili,in order to reach our aim, it is neces-

D

glitMton;.

I do!” exclaimed the youth. colums:

world you are.”

Monday, April 24, 1875.
doing
No. 3

Be so kind and allow us an opportunity

you go there he will ask you who in the

Feathers! Feathers!

Sale Stable.
and barn on Market street. Everything

Iv

a

FEW BEKABIS TO THE TAX-PAYERS
OF 20LLAND OXTY.

give

go and see the President,

of his

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Office of Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

A

“Nonsense!” sneered the parent; “when or covering with clay and gravel.

w

fW*fon&Akeiand Blickialthi.

Solng
No. 4

to

00
88

Prime Live Geese Feathers at
H. MEYER & CO.

McVicar Proprietor;

Llviry and Sal* Stabler

Office
first-class.

To the Editor Holland City News:

as the

He was as good

opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.

U

if

House, and meant

Jfyefiat

J. W. Mindbruout, Proprietor.
Built in 1873; Furnished inelegant style, and
a flrst-class hotel throughout.

T>OONK A ALBERTI. Livery and

the fearlessnesswhich

to vindicate our position through your

home. He

.

©

\J

1

and

Jxulia' Respoeitory.

dad you had a ride

of the friendly inriUtion, raneff

impressed to

ptITY HOTEL.

TJHOENIX HOTEL. J.

always preserved the honest simplic-

met
Morgon on the Virginia highway.— Gertrude Mortimr, in

When

such

who knew him

the outepokeh Charlie

your dad thinks me.”

his

P. Zalsman, Proprietor,

xv First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
from the Trains. Eighth street.

as

bushel

Flonr, moot..
Pearl Barley, (0 100

Hot*l*.

A

tell your

atp told by those

so attracted “Tom” Jefl'ereonwhen he

companion

Jefferson, and he is not

The boy, with

lb

VTTBBELINK, J.

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Taken

bad

••Sim 'j/v..': ..........
MELIS, Dealers in
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple- Barley, 100 ................. 0
Middling, p 100 ................. 1
ment*; Eighth
9

Express. Mail.

bad fellow,after all. ”

re-

......

Wheat, white p bushel
Corn, shelled

TO OR’ND RAPIDS.

STATIONS.

...

General Hard- Buckwheat, $ bushel
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
griffon .......................

v

Tom

“ ’Dogged

[Corrected by the “Hugger ilUU.)1

XTAN LANDEGEND A

Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.

a

1

best,

bad fellow.”

ISrain, Feed, Etc.

TTAN DER VEEN. E., Dealer in

v

to the story is easily

.

time.

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.

To his great delight-/ Mr. Jefl'ereontold
him his wishes in this respect could be

“

“

Hour and Feed.

p.m.

“You can

“Dad would

“
“

Slver st.

m.

f 10.40 a.

sires.

me the worst licking 1
In order to free ourselves from impuCordwood, maple, dry ......................
$ 3 00
green ...................
ever had, if he knew I bad been riding tations brought agaiust us by selfish parbeach, dry ................... 200
with you.”
ties we feel driven to defend ourselves
green.
Hemlock Bark ......................4 00© 450
Still amused at the yougster’spersis- publicly, however reluctantly,against
Staves, pork, white oak ..............©10 00
tence, Mr. JcffersoR said in a kindly tone: these unjust and sharp charges. Those
Suves, Tierce,
12 no
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 3 00© 8 50
“Now, my little fellow, I want you to who asked us in a friendly and Christian
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 4 50
Stave bolts, softwood........................ “50 come and see me at the White House, in manner for informationhave been satisStave bolts,hardwood .....................
4 00
Railroad tics,..., ........................... 12 Washington; and you’ll find I am not as fied, and have requestedus to place these

^Iinera^ ^ea*er8*n

Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality

“I want to be a colonel,” was the an-

ity of character

boy lightly leaped to the ground:
with

when you

swer; In which Charlie pcnlsted in reply
to the question, whenever put to him, until one day a playfellpw was brought to
him in the shape of a young midshipman.
When after enjoyingthe society of his new
acquaintance for a short time, the President once more questioned him as to his
wishes in regard t5 tjie future, he made up
his mind with his customary decision that
nothing hut the navy would meet his de-

gan,

Jefferson, the lad

must leave him, Mr. Jefferson said,

Wood, SUvei, Etc,

“

Buffalo

Tom

to

he reached tiie point where his

^
^
18©
4}
©
©

tt.

him such

find

Caps, Flonr, Provisions, etc.; River st.

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 5.30 a. m. f 10.20 a. m. TfTELTON A AKELY. General Dealers In Drv
YY Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Flonr and Feed,
f 4.20 p.
10.25 “ “
Provisions, etc. River street.
6.40 “
# 8.30 “ “

“ “
“
“
&
Chicago.
“ “
“
“

tt)

In Dry Goods,
Groceries, etc. ; NoUry Public and conveyancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

JL

Arrive al
Holland.

Holland.

Grand

rpK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer

1875.

23,

Nothing daunted by this unexpected
candor, the President continued the con-

expostulation, “O, perhaps you would not

$ ©
&

he

he asked.

mainder of his life. And Comodore Mor-

a traitorto his country,” he would say, in

U

Sunday, April

biggest rascal ever

would exclaim that “dad said that he was

Apples, bushel ................
60
Beans, » bushel ...................1 50
3 00
Butter, V
.....................(jj 20
Clover seed. ^ bushel .............
8 50
Eggs, doaen ...................
12
Honey. ?
..................I....
25
Hay, f ton ..................... © 1200
Onions. # bushel ................
40
Potatoes, bushel ...............
30
Timothy Seed, ^ bushel ...........
4 00

“What would you like to
my fine fellow?”

arc a man,

told. The boy eutered the navy, and

a

Qeniral Dealers.

young Morgan what he could

served his country nobly during the

purposelymade

pathets.

ac-

him.

gratified.The sequel

versation; and when, in reply to allusions

O. J., Family Supply Store:
choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.

A

Jeffereon ?

"O, yes,” was the quick response. “My
lived.”

r

^TMi

Tom

heard of

and dealers in Fancy Goods; Kenyon's Block
River Street.

lAUURSBMA J. A

Effect,

ClflW.

TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers.

U'LIETSTRA,A.,

$ait itoatte.

Taken

Md

General dealer tn Tobacco,

dad says he's the

Groceriesand Supplies; a
ready market for country produce; a choice
denote
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.

Chicago Ss Michigan Lake Shore R. R,

J.,

for

politicallyopposed to him.

one worth relating. Mr. Jefferson

T~

Watchti tod Jmlry.

Oroosrin.

All advertising lillls collectable quarterly

is

Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.

vertisement.

before the Subscriber's name will
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.

who wore

Here

Dealer in Staves,Wood and ish conversation. After a time Mr. JefferBark; office at his residence, Eighth street.
son asked his companion if he had ever

Jl

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

An Z

those

inquired of

do

ANTERS. R„

IV

IfEYER

changes'.

New

_

226.

franknessand fearless nature of the

ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
*Yl over E. II iiold’8 Boot and Shoe Store, was in the habit of driving himself in a
\7AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Mcdl- Eighth street.
dnes. Paints, Olla, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.
gig, when he made his visit to his countryw. Van Din Berg's Family Medicines; River St. C CHOUTEN, R. A. City Physician.Office at Dr.
Schouten A Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street. seat, Monticello, at Charlottsville,Virginia.
VI7AL8H HBBER, DruggistA Pharmacist:afbll
He preferred this mode of traveling to the
»
stock of goods appertainingto the business
ladUsrs.
Sec advertisement.
stage-coach,and of railways there were
VTAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer in none then between Washington and his
Dry Qocii.
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
' ~
rural residence. On one of h!s trips he saw a
IJERTSCH, D. General dealer In Dry
Sswtag MaehliH.
boy, poorly clad, trudgingalong the roadGoods, Yankee Notions, lUts, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth and River streets.T
side, and accosted him if he would like a
I/- ANTER8, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Allegan Counties,for the “Howe Sewing Ma- ride. The boy promptly and frankly acDrsiiBaking.
chine." Dealers In needles and attachments.
cepted the invitation, and soon charmed
ADDER Misses., FashionableDressmakers.
BUtii, Weed, Bark, Ite.
/ Rooms opposite the Post Office. Elghfh stroet.
his unknown friend by his Ingenuous, boy-

V

JOB PKTHTIKO PROMPTLYAND NBATLY DONB.

NO.

quaintancepicked up by the wayside, he

Many amusing anecdotes are handed
T EDEBORR. B. Physicianandiurgeon: Office down to us of Thomas Jefferson, and of
Lj corner Eleventh and River street opposite

Y

TEBMS Of 8UB8CBIPTI0K

Anecdote of Jeffereon.

O

EOESBUBG, Editor and PubMer.

0. J.

and

&

U

EMI

-

O., Dealer in Drugs

A., Snrgeon and Physician.Office over
the store of 0. Van Pntfen A CoM where he
Medi- can be found during the day and nl*ht.
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guest.

keeping the owner

thereof as his polite

shopman informed him

that only

blick goods were sold in that room; for

After a few days during which the Pres- slate-colored gloves he

most kindly step

ident had greatly enjoyed the outspoken into the Mitigated Affliction Department.

six

per cent interest on all deferred claims of

the

A
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HOLLAND

'XHE

CITY,

MICHIQAN.

NEWS CONDENSED.

Madame George

the estimates, and with sections
reducingthe foroe of the army and the

Sand, the celebratedFrench less than

author, is dead!

bill is tp bo reported in the House of

Representativwrdenationalizing Americans
who buy. own or sell slaves in foreigncountries. Blate^ownerehipor traffic in that sort
of property torfeits the right of the offender
to claim the protection of this Government or
anv official recognitionas a citizen of the Uni
ted States. A large class of American residents abroad,some of them employing numhers of slaves in planting operations,will be
affected by this bill, if it is passed.

THB KA8T.

In the BritishHouse

of Commons, on the

9th inst, Disraelisaid that the Berlin

memo-

toServia for the maintenance of peace..;. A
Havana dispatchsays the Spanish Government
is making contracts with parties in Florida for
cattle, to be delivered in Nuevitas.

fies

had.

P*! Of

officers....

Lord

Introduced

a

A Wordy War Between Blaine and
KhotL

joint

resolution recommendingan additional amendmen t to the Constitution providing that officersof
the United States,auch as assessors, postmasters,
marshals and coUlectors,except collectors of cus-

randum has been withdrawn. England and
the other powers agree upon certain points, toms duties, shad be elected for a term
among which is one not to exercise undue pres- of four year*....;.The committeeon expendisure upon the Porte..Russia, France, and ture* in tha War dcpartiMnt made
exonerating Hpesker Kerr
England have made successfulrepresentations

Ex-CongressmanJones, of New York, testiThere was a torchlight processionin Dublin,
in the Kerr investigation that Harney, the a few nights since, to celebratethe escape of
Speaker’saccuser, called upon him (Jones) in the Fenians from West Australia. A conspicuTheir liabilities .are 11,500,000 ; their assets
1866 and asked him to appoint Augustus P. ous figure in the prooeedingswas an effigv of
nearly $2,000,000 ____ The historicold South
Green to a lieutenancyin the army. Harney Mr. Disraeli, which the crowd made light of by
church, in Boston, has just been sold at auction
informed him that he would get a nice present setting it on fire.
for $1,300. It will be tern down.
if the appointmentwere made. Witness told
A London dispatch says: “A pamphlet, isGeoboe D. Lord, one of the indicted mem- Harney he had nothing to do with that, and
bers of the New York canal zing, has been con- that he had known Green longer than Harney sued by Gen. Ignatieff, the Russian Ambassa-

Cochrane,McLean A Co., dry goods dealers
at No. 462 Broadway, New York, have failed.
;

Government.

»
wpon
from

There was an exciting scene in the
room of the Hou$e JudiciaryCommittee,
at Washington,on the 7th inst Mr.
Blame weqt before the committee and
demanded a consideration of the circum-

the charge of accepting a bribe for the ap- stanoes connected with the Caldwell telea lieutenant intiiearmy. The committee declare that “they have fouud no difficulty gram from London. Knottstated a supIn reachingthe conclusionthat tho charge,as position case about a telegram from Caldmade by Harney,as to the payment of the amount well which might have said that Blaine
money
stated, or any other sum,

pointmentof

of

as

to Mr. Kerr for the object and purpose was guilty. rBlaine calmly interrupted
named, Is unqualifiedlyfalse
and that Knott, and said : “ You will permit me
Implication in anywiae affectinghis personal™ r of- to believe tliat it would have cone out
ficial Integrity.”Speeches expressive of confidence
very soon/* Knott, approaching Blaine
In the Speaker’s integritvwere made by Danford,a
in a threateningmanner, said, “ What
Republicanmember of the commltUc, and Hurlbnt
and Garfield,and the House, by a unanimous rising do you mean sir? What do you say?
vote, confirmed the verdict and ordered it spread Do you insinuate that I would do you
upon the records.

injustice in that manner

?”

Blaine re-

dor at CousUntinople, has createda sensation.

marked, “I men to say that I don’t
CENTENNIAL NO^ES,
The Senate has confirmed Wirt Sykes as It proposes to split the Turkish Empire into
think you would keep back a dispatch
A Pbotidenck dispatch says the trusteeof
five principalities,to be named, respectively,
that would hurt me.” The friends of
the A. A W. Sprague Manufacturing Company United States Consul at Cardiff ; James 8. Re[By
Our
Own
Correspondent.]
Bulgarian, Albanian,Servian, Boemao, and
tail, of Pennsylvania, United States Consul at
Mr.
Blaine unconsciously gathered
has given orders to shut down all their ms ny
Greek.
.England is victualing Gibraltar with
Many people speak of the intense heat of
around him, and liad Chairman
mills and print works as soon as the stock can Florence ; Hedgman Slack, United States Mar- six months’ rations.
Philadelphia,as te supposedto be the case in
Knott made another stop toward
be run out. The cause is the present de- shal for West Virginia ; Moses M. Bane, of
A cable dispatch eays the number of magIllinois,Secretaryof Utah Territory.
all large cities; hence feel deterredfrom riaitTested conditionof the market for cotton
Blaine there would have been a perniioent steamebipe lying idle in the Liverpool
Jacob Thompson, who was Secretaryof the
Ing tho Exhibitiondaring the heated term. The
goods. Production will not be resumed till
sonal encounter. Gen. Hunton, who is
and Birkenheaddocks is unparalleledin the following is the average for the last ten years
prices are materially improved.
Interior during Mr. Buchanan’sadministraa man of remarkablecomposure, sucvicted at Buffalo.

.

.

|

:

THB WEST,

tion, visitedWashington last week,

_

served with a processin a

A

civil

and was

suit to recover

dispatchreceived at the department $1,000,000, the principal and interest of bonds
headquarters,at Omaha, dated at Fort Lara- taken from the department, and for the amount
mie, June 7, says : “An Indian courier from received by him from the Confederate Slates,
but which it is alleged revertedto and became
Red Cloud brings this report : Just before he
left an Indian arrived from the mouth of the propertyof the United States and $1,000,Tongue river. He found there 1,278 lodges 000 as interest...The House Committee on
Indian Affairs have authorizedRepresentative
, under SittingBull, Crazy Horse and others,
who were on the wav to Powder river to fight Page to report, with a recommendation for its
passage, a joint resolutiondeclaringthe Black
Gen. Crook. On his return he met the same
Hills countryopen to exploration and settlement.
band that Egan saw on May 17. They told
him that they met Custer's troops and had The joint resolution also declaresthat the
fought them all day. Many were killed on true intent and meaning of the treaty of April
both sides, but no result is reported. 29, 1868, is, that men are not excluded from
This occurred about eight days ago.”.... travelingover or settling upon any portion of
Black Hills romancers are again at work ex- Wyoming Territory not included within the
tracting fabulous wealth from their teeming boundariesof the permanentSioux reservation
fancies. Parties are at Fort A. Lincoln from established by the second articleof the treaty.
The committee add the proviso that this act
the Deadwood region, whose talk fairly glitters
shall not be construed to affect the right of the
with golden dust. They tell of men who average $1,000 a day, and of a lucky but nameless Indiansto hunt in the Black Hills country.
The people of the capital were startled, on
Frenchman who loaded his pockets with fifteen pounds avoirdupois of solid gold one the morning of Sunday, the 11th inst., by the
morning. These yarns, of course, are sheer sudden and dangerous illness of Mr. Blaine.
fabrications, invented and published for the
jjmjpofloof giving a fresh impetus to the Black Mr. B.. accompanied by his family, walked from
their home to Dr. Rankin's Congregational
church, a distanceof half a mile. The heat
Habvet D. Colvin, lately deposed from the was excessive, but Mr. Blaine made no comoffice of Mayor by the people of Chicago,has plaint of it. When he reached the steps of the
been reinstated in the office by a decisionof church, however, he put his handkerchief to
his eyes in a strange manner, and his wife
the
•«
asked him what was the matter— if he
'•

history of commerce, and the probability is that
May, 63; July, 78; October,56 degrees Fahren- ceeded in enforcingorder.
the number will increase.... The news from
Knott had been terriblyexcited by tho
Europe is favorable to peace.... Switzerland heit There are a few warm days in all cities
has been sufferingfrom destructive floods.
in our country in July and August The area assaults of Blaine upon him in the House.
of the city is immense, 129 square milee. This

FORTY

That exasperationwas increased by the

added to a magnifioentwater-power that show- fact that Blaine openly to his face, in the
ers and oootei the air of many squares,and te committee room, raised an issue of veraci-

FOURTH CONUBE88.

Tuesday,

Senate.—The committee used freely in lakes, pools and fountains on ty, and had charged Knott with supappointedtome time ago at the Instance of Davis the Exhibition ground* and in the buildings. Dressing the Caldwell dispatch. Knott
(W. Va.), after an Investigationinto the method of
This power fills the reservoirs, which hold became greatly excited. His white musbook-keeping in the Treasury department, reported 145,672,078 gallon*),machinery of turbinoe, and tache grew a shade paler ; his fiery
that they are satisfied that no cauae for comtwo breast-wheels. Then we have the largest cheeks took on a deeper glew. Hie
plaint exists therein....The Senate discussed inferentlallythe questionof Jurisdiction park in the world. Hyde Park, 389 acres; Re- clutched his oaken stick with a firmer
In the Impeachment matter at considerable length, gent 450 acres; Windsor Great Park, 1,800 grasp, and advanced threateninglytowand finally fixed the 6th of July as the date when acres, London; Bote de Boulogne, Parte, 2,158;
sat in a chair
the Senate as a court of Impeachment ahall begin Prater, Vienna, 2.500 acree; Richmond Hill, ard Blaine,
to take evidence.... Whyte presented a petition of
England, 2,468 acres; Phcanix Park, Dublin. three feet from him watching eveG. T. Beauregard,of Louisiana, for the removalof
1,752 acres; Shaw’s Garden, St Louis, 276
unflinching
his politicaldisabilities.
acree; Fainnount Park, Philadelphia, 2,740 eye. Knott raised his diminutive
Houm.— The Indian Appropriation bill was passed, acres; to which add the beautiesof the Exform, and you could hear in the silence
Including the section transferring the Indian bu- hibition, ami it will pay a man from the most
reau to the War department.... The House, by a remote spot on earth to pick up his “kit" and of that committee room the exasperated
inquiry which, being interpreted, meant
vote of 116 to 97, authorizedthe Committee on come.
“ Who does this pair of boots displace,
Banking and Currencyto report at any time. The
THE CATALOGUE DEPARTMENTMust meet Bombastesface to face.”
object of this permission is to enable the commitThe cataloguete now undergoing a thorough
tee to report a bill repealingthe Resumption act,
When the sub-committeeadjourned,
supervision,and when completed, will be a
and io put It on its passage promptly.
splendid work of reference. This important Knott, approachingFrye, a member of
Wednesday, June 7.— Senate.—The resolu- branch of the service te in charge of the com- the committee, and who has been in attion proposing a common unit of money and ac- petent assistant secretary of the commission,
tendance as advisory friend of Blaine,
counts for the United States and Great Britain was Prof. Dorsey Gardner, whose reputation as a
said
to him: “Mr. Frye, your friend
passed....The bill establishing Cheboygan,Mich., scholarhas eminently fitted him for the posia port of delivery passed .... The Senate then took
tion he holds. His two valued aids, Messrs. Blaine is the god-damnedestscoundrel
up and passed the Legislative, Executive,and Lombard and Long, with an efficient corps of in America.” This remark, or its equivBy a decision of the Circuit Judges of Chica- bad anything in his eyes. He said : Judicial Appropriationbill. None of the House assistants, will soon accomplish the difficult
alent, having already found its way into
were concurred In, the bill covering
go, the latelydeposed Mayor (Colvin) is again in
‘No, but I think I am sunstruok. Oh, reductions
and arduous task of placing each article on
about the same amounts appropriated last year.
print, it should be added that Frye repossessionof the office .... Reports from West- my head! Oh, my head!" and sank down in- The Fortification bill was also taken up and exhibition in its appropriateplace, arranged in
forget yourself, Mr.
sensible in his wife’s arms at the thresholdof passed.
seven departments, which are dividedinto 874 plied : “
ern Kansas representthat some of the Sioux,
Knott”
“Yes,”
said Knott, “I do,”
the church. The gentleman was at once conclasses,
occupying
five
buildings,
main,
art,
House.— The House passed the bill removing the
having glutted their savage appetite for blood
by the massacre of scores of white people in veyed to his home. Physicians were -sent for forty-acre restriction upon the entry of public machinery, agricultural and horticultural and he thereupon withdrew the remark,
end soon arrived. They pronounced the attack
The difficulty those gentlemen have to sur- and apologized for having made it
and around the Black Hills, are now sneaking
one of sunstroke. Dr. J. W. Pope, the family lauds in Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Arkansas, mount may be conceived when one considers
back to their reservations, to escape the wrath
and Mlsslsalppi,and placing those lands under the
physician, stated that the cause of the attack same regulations as the public domain In the West- the technicalities in the different languages,
of Crook'swarriors.
was cerebral depression,the consequence, pri- ern States. The bill had already passed the Sen- and the various changes each fabric has in
A Desperate Lover.
Morrison Purcell, a farmer living near In- marily, of great mental strain, and, secondly, ate. . . .Cronnae Introduced a bill authorizing a rail- foreignmake op. I am indebtedto these genA Maine man, being refused by a widdianapolis, was gored to death the other by j of the excessive heat. It was several houra road pontoon-bridge over the Missouri river at Ne- tlemen for a thorough examination of their
braska City. Fused .... The Speaker uked and ob- work, and pronounce them the right men in owed lady for whom he worked, and to
before
Mr.
Blaine
returned
to
consciousness
vicious bull ... .A strange case of self-murder
sufficiently to recognize any members of his tained leave of absence for ten days, and appointed the right place!
whom he made an offer of marriage,
Cox (N. Y.) Speaker pro tern, during his absence.
is reportedfrom Cincinnati. George R. Frintz,
family, and for a time grave apprehensions
MISCELLANY.
went into the kitchen, emptied a pail of
....Cannon, from the Committeeon Postofflcesand
clera in the poetoffioe,was to have married a
were felt regarding the issue of his illness.
The most enperiorblanketin the Exhibition,
Post Roads, reported a bill providing a penalty for
youns; lady in the West End. The guests aswater on the floor, spread out a red banmailing obscenebooks, and prohibitinglottery cir- astonishing as it may seem, te the Etoile du
QKNKKAL.
sembled and the bride was in readlnees,but
culars passing throughthe malls. Fused.
Nord, manufactured in Minnesota. This speaks danna handkerchiefon it, tied another
The Chicago Tribune says: “It has been
Flint* did not make his appearance.A friend
Thursday,Jane 8.— Senate.—The Senate re- well for the West. Massachusetts exhibits around his neck, laid down in the pudcallingat his room the next morning found finally decided by the Eastern railroads to
flannel of superior finish. There are 1,611 dle, and uttered a sound half way bo
fused to consider a resolution allowing Pinchback
him upon the bed. Without saying a word he
make no furtherreductionsin passenger rates.
works of art on exhibitionfrom the following tween the notes of a dying swan and a
(Print*) drew a revolver and shot himself
pay and mileage as a Senator for the time in which
countries : Mexican,66 ; Brazil, 19 ; United
through the heart. The motive of the suicide There is, however, no probabilitythat the his claim wu pending.... Sherman called up the
calf with the colic. The lady of the
States, 252 ; Canada, 80 ; France taking the
present rates will go up again before next
is unknown.
bill to amend the laws relativeto the legal-tender
house went to the spot as soon as she
lead,
with
578
£
Germany,
48
;
Netherlands,
winter.”
silver coin, and a general discussion of the finance
8t. Louis papers give meager particularsof
117 ; Denmark, 15 ; Sweden, 95 ; Norway, 47;
could, but when she stepped in the water
question
ensued.
The following are the estimated receipts of
Italy, 80 ; Argentine Republic,44 ; loan collec- and in the dim light of the morning saw
a terrible flood that recentlyinundated porHouse.The
House
proceedings
were
enlivened
the Government for the fiscal year ending with
tion, 70. If the West exhibits the beet blanket,
tions of Douglas county, Mo. Thirteen lives
by a wordy skirmish between Blaine and Tarbox, so she does the most beautifulbedstead,being Tuttle stretched out among the red stuff,
June:
were lost, and a vast amount of property,conshe was so terrifiedwith his sanguinary
From cuutomu ....... ..................
fJM.WT.Mfl the latter defending himselfagainst the charge of one from Grand Rapids,Mich. A verv neat
sisting of mills, dwellings, eta, swept away.
J***™*1 revenue .......................116,048,807 the gentleman from Maine that he was actuated patent on exhibition is an automatic window appearance that she went into a swoon,
by partisan malice in offering bis resolu- shade. Also an attractive exhibit te a working from which she was not restored until
An extraordinarysuicide—among the most Miscellaneous ..........................23,108,534 tion
of Investigation.Blaine repliedby ac- mode# of Pennsylvania oil works. A model
three hours had elapsed. Tuttle was arsingular and remarkable of any ever known
„ Tok! ...........
$286,247,387 cusing Tarbox of stealing a copy of hli railroadticket officeis shown. Rhode Island
rested and put under bonds to keep the
263,138,853 speech on the currency, which wu in type several
is reported from Lafayette, Ind. A skillful Expenditures ...........................
makes an extensive exhibit of silver-plated
Surplus June 30 ........................ 23,108,634 weeks before it* delivery,and offering to sell it to
peace — so ended his dream of love.
mechanic and inventor named Moore, tired of The receiptsshow a decrease from the esti- a newspaperman. Tarbox pronounced the charge goods. Philadelphia makes the finest pharfalse, but admitted that he had a copy.... A bill maceutical display in the world. A valuable
life, brought his genius to bear upon the conmates: In customs of $10,206,090;in internal
trivance of a species of automatic guillotine, revenue, $4,151,216, and increawein miscella- to prevent straw bids in the mall servicewas passed. article te an extensionladder. Egypt presents
(Srnve<liggers, Strike.
. ...Tbe bill to replace the iron-clad oath for jurors
among other valuables an antiquecase, $3,000
the workings of which were arranged and seneous, $3,148,549.The expenses are $5,308,690 In United States courts was discussed withoutacThere has been a gravediggers’strike
gold. Corn from Egypt looks like the nubbin
cured with patient deliberationand absolute inside the estimates. . .The followingis a copy tion.
from
Western stalk.
tho 'corn at Liverpool. It seems that the Burial
accuracy, so that when the proper time had
of the telegram received by Representative Friday, June 9.— Senate.—The amended
question, the old world te behind. Board lately refused a demand made by
arrived the horrid machine did its work Knott, Chairman of the House JudiciaryComPostofflceAppropriation bill was pused. It covers The home of the Pharaohs have sent a large their gravediggers for shorter hours.
with inexorableprecision, and the head of the
mittee, and which Mr. Blaine charges him with
scientificsuicide was severed from the body at suppressing
within a small fraction of $37,000,000,
instead of varietvof seeds, beans, lentils, gum arabic, This refusal led to the men striking
-etc. The Russians, who have been delayed,
a sinelo stroke. The rude guillotine consisted To the Chairman of the House-Wdiciary Commit- $33,500,000,
as provided In the House bill.
work. Since then violence has been
are opening, and make a grand display. Their
of a largo-flx,suspended by a double cord. Betee, WashiuRton :
House.— The House passed the bill to pay the
used
toward oue or two of the new
collection
is
divided
into
749
exhibits,
embractween the cords stood a candle arranged so that
Have Just read In New York papers Scott’sevidence about our bond transacUon, and can fully widow of PresidentPolk $1,500 for ten mules, ing articles in the various fieldsof art and in- gravediggersengaged to replace the
. when it burned down to the cords it would
severe them and set the ax in motion. The corroborate It. I never gave Blaine any Fort Smith which were taken off her plantation during the war dustry. They show rare goods in malachite others. There is something alarming in
railroadbonds, directlyor otherwise.I have three by the Union army. ...There was another exciting lapis,Jaapar, rhodonite, neperite,and Labrasuicide then laid himself down in such a posithe prospect of a general strike of graveforeign railroad contractson my hands, which scene on the floor of the House, growing out of the
dor, with bronze fittings.One malachite cention that the ax would strike his neck when it make it impossiblefor me to leave withoutgreat
Blaine investigation. That gentleman claimed the
diggers. Even the warmest advocates
fell. Gas was noticed burning in his room dur- pecuniaryloss, or would gladly voluntarily come right to call up his motion to have the Caldwell dis- ter-table, $6,000 ; a Mexican onyx mantel,
ing dav, and when it was opened ho was found home and so testify. Can make affidavitto this patch prin ted with the evidence taken by the spoken of previously, worth $2,000. In speak- of cremation can hardly view without
committee,but in his absence, Hunton, of the ing of the art exhibitionI have only given anxiety the sudden stoppage of the preswith his head in a box placed to receive it, and effect, and mail It if desired.Josiah Caldwell.
Csmmittee,moved to lay Blaine’smotion those in the buildings. There are in the
a bunch of cotton or wool by him, supposed to
Correspondencebetween the American and Judiciary
ent mode of sepulture.
on the table, thu* obtaining control of the matter. main building, works from New South Wales,
have been saturatedwith chloroform, which he
British Governments,published in England, Blaine entered the hall as the vote was being taken,
Victoria, South Australia. New Zealand, Cape
took. No reason is known for the extraordishows that the American legationin London and denouncedthe Speaker pro tern. (Cox) for a of Good Hope, Egyps China, Japan, Hawaii.
nary act.
Bears are making it lively for the
ruling which he charged was manifestly unjust to
Tue United States court in Milwaukeehas suggested that a qualifying article might be him. After considerable wrangling and filibuster- Switzerland. The British departmentis not sheep in Aroostook, Me.
officiallycatalogued. Russia exhibits a teleadded to the extraditiontreaty;that the sug- ing, the motion to table was carried— 126 to 91.
sentenced Jacob Nunnemacher to pay a fine of
gestion was promptly accepted by Lord Derby
Saturday,Jane 10.— Senate. — There w&a mincer. an instrument for measuring distance
THE MARKETS.
$10,000 and be imprisoned five months in jail, that the draft of such an article was forwarded
without chain or rod.
scarcely a quorum present at the opening of tho
Tho
shipping
interests
are
varied
and
very
to
Washington,
and
that
Mr.
Fish
refused
to
for conspiracy to defraud the revenue on
session,and before tho close a quorum had disnewUrk.
attractive to those who are fond of nautical
crooked whisky. Christian Guenther, for the agree to it. In tliat position the negotiation
••••; ....................
7%<4 10*
ame offense, will pay $1,000 and be imprisoned remained when the papers were submittedto appeared. No businessof importancewaa trans- manners, from the tiny boat of one's boyhood Hogs— Dressed
....................
8 00 0 8 50
acted.
to the leviathansof the trans-Atlantio lines.
three months.... A dispatch from Ban Fran- ParUamont.
Ootton ............................ 12 ft 12*
House. — Two financial measures were passed And models can be seen in all shapes embracing Flour— Snperflno Western ........4 00 @ 4 50
cisco states that the Bouthem Pacificrailroad
Frank Maillaux's house, near Windsor,
track has been extended to the summit of the
by
the House. The first was the Payne Silver boats and sailing vessels, yachts and pleasure- Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ........ .... 1 19 @ 1 19*
Canada, was recently destroyedby fire, and five
boats. row and life-boats,fishingsmacks, Sar- Cobh— WesternMixed .............
69
60
Bierra Nevada mountains, at Tehuchapa, and
bill, authorizingthe issue of $10,000,000 addidinian zebeca, and Genoese fellucas, with Chi- Oats— No. 2 Chicago ..............40 <£ 41
regular trains have begun to run daily between childrenwere burned to death.
tionalsilver coin. An effort was made to attach to
Western ..................... 86
87
Ban Francisco and Keene station, 33$ miles, or
The foot-and-mouth disease has broken out the measure a provisionrepealingthe Resump- nese junks in appearance,blue noses, clippers, Rti—
Pork— Now Mesa ........ ......... 19 00 @19 25
to witlun seventy- eight miles by stage of the with great violence among the hogs in Canada, tion act, but tho motion failed and tho bill went galliots,gondolas, flats, pirogues,batteaus, and Lard— Steam ......... . ......
ilka
11*
through without division.It authorizes the Secre- the celebrated icq yacht, the Whiff, that makes
CHICAGO.
and hundreds of them are dying.
tary of the Treasury to issue the silver cold in the sixty miles per hour. In connectionte seen sub- Dxxyis— Choice Graded Steen....5 00 @ 5 25
Treasury to an amount not'exceedlng $10 000,000in marine armor, diving-bells, dredging machines,
Choice Natives ...........4 60 @ 4 80
POLITICAL,
SOUTH*
exchangefor an equal amount of legal-tcnders,tho salvage apparatus, etc. A meeting of the
Cows and Helfen ........8 25 @ 3 75
Over
two-thirdsof the Wisconsin delegation notes so received to be Issued only fora like amount
Good Seoond-claas Steen.. 4 60 @ 4 65
The steamshipAustin recently struck a
Seventy-six club, an organizationof the women
of fractional currency,which shall be destroyed
Medium to Fair ...... ,.... 4 25 @4 50
•nag and sunk in the Mississippi river, a few to St Louis are said to be for Tilden ; the re- and credited to the sinking fund. The second bill journaltetfl, have had a reunion, and ad5 75 @ 6 25
dresses by Miss Susan B. Anthony, Mrs. Hoos— Live ........................
mainder
for
Davis,
and
scattering....
The
which
was
passed
Is
what
Is
known
as
the
Randall
FtoUB-FancyWhite Winter ...... 7 25 @ 7 75
miles below New Orleans. Loss on vessel and
bill, providingfor the further issue of silvercom. Heron Foster, of Pittsburgh, and Miss
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 25 @ 5 62*
Democrats have carried Oregon, and secured a
cargo, $200,000.
It provides that, in addition to the amount of subMaxwell, of Colorado.This lady, who is in Wheat-No. 2 Spring ......... ..... 1 06k<# 1 07*
majority in the Legislature.
sidiary
coin
authorlxed
by
law
to
be
issued
in
recharge
of
the
Colorado
Zoological
department,
Samuel M. Kino, formerly Deputy United
No. 3 Spring ............ .. 82*@ 83
The Democratsof West Virginiahave nom- demptionof fractional currcncv, it shall be lawful claims she has killed 200 bears. Three trains Corn— No. 2 ...............
44
45
States Marshal for Middle Tenessee, indicted
to manufacture at the several mints, and issue of thirty cars, containing 1400 New York bank Oats— No. 2 ...........
29
30
inated Henry Matthews for Governor.
through the Treasury,such coin to the amount
for obtain.ng money under false pretenses
Rtk—
No.
2 ........................ 71
72
of
$20,000,000.. Tho silver bullion required clerks, made an excursion to the Centennial. Barley— No. 2 ..................... 69
60
FOREIGN.
last October, shot and killed himself in the
This
was
succeeded
by
an
excursion
of
presifor this puipoftA , is to be purchased
BUTTER-Creamery ................
20
25
Criminal oourt-room,at Waahville,a few dava
Russia has agreed to recognizethe new Sul- from time £fc> time at the market rate dents, managers and aireotors.There is a pig Eoos- Fresh ............ ...........J0*@ 11
ago, while in custody.
any money In the Treasury not other- of iron exhibited made in 1770. A glass of POUK-Mess. .....................18 90 @19 00
tan of Turkey.... Dispatches from Melbourne
wise appropriated,and the resultingcoin may be pure milk can be ha^on the Centennialgrounds Lard- ...............1 ...........
11*
A dispatch from Springfield, Tenn., says,
announce that all the Fenian prisonersheld issued in the ordinary disbnisementsof the Treas- for five cents, pies ten cents, oaten grits with a
8T. LOUIS.
P. Owens, Jesse Owens, John Murphy, Arch under surveillance in West Australia have nry, but no purchase of bullion shall be made when
bowl of milk fifteencents, good sandwiches Wheat— No. 2 Red Winter .........1 40 @ 1 41
the market for the same shall be such as will not
Corn— Western 'Mixed .............42*@ 42*
Randolph, Henry Davidson (white men), and escaped on board an Americanvessel.... The
admit of the coinage without loss to the Treasury. ten cents, a good roast dinner for fifty cents. Oats— No. 2. ....................... 32
32*
Ike Doss, (colored), were killed, and Bam Man- Mexican revolutionis apparentlyon the wane.
....Billswere also passed as follows: Providing The jewelry of the FronfcU department is val- Rye— No. 2....« ..........
63
64
dv (white) was mortally wounded,and James A dispatch from tho City of Mexico says: that when Colorado 1* admitted as a Bute ued at $200,000. One Italian exhibitorhas a Pork— Mom. •»«••••••••••••••
•••••19 7® @20 00
the
laws
of
the
United
Btatea
shall
have
the
same
“Events
of
the
past
two
weeks
have
all
collection
of
gems,
onvx,
sapphire,
carved
and
Murphy (white) shocked by lightning. They
Lard ..............................
11*
........................
5 60 @ 6 00
had been cuttingwheat, and had stepped un- b««n in favor of the Government, and force as elsewhere, and that the State antique, valued at $250,000.A chandelier
shall
constitute
one
judicial
district ; amendatory
der a tree out of the rain, and while under it indicate unmistakably tho approachingfail- of the Bankruptlaw— the same measure thst passed made of amber and meereebaum iathe Ger- Cattle ...........................3 00 @ 4 75
MILWAUKEE.
ure of tho revolution. The insurgents have
were struck by lightning.
tho Senate ; reducing the number of the medical man department te valued at $6,000. The Nasuffered reverses everywhere, and their sympa- corps of the army.... The bill prescribing the oath tional AgriculturalCongress meets September Wheat-No. 1 .................... 1 16 @ 1 22
No. 2
1 07* @ 1 08
WASHINGTON.
thizers are rapidly decreasing in number. Gen. for jurors tn United States court* was recommitted. 12, 13 and 14.
Cork— No. 2#..
..
44
R. P. Huntington,President of the Central Alatorre gained a victory May 29, in Oaxaca, ... .The majority and minority report* of the elecOats— No. 2....
29*@
30
oyer the revolutionary forces, nearly 2, 000 being tion committee on the Massachusettscontested
Rr*. ...........
73
74
Pacific railroad, has withdrawnfrom the JudiA
number
of
gentlemen
lately
from
election
case
were
presented
and
ordered
printed.
Barley— No. 2
tailed and wounded, and many prisoners. The
65
70
The
majority
report
favors
the
substitution
of
Abciary Committee his recent proposition for a Government casualtieswere 600 killed and
the East were congregated on a street
CINCINNATL
bott, Democrat,for Froet, Republican and sitting
Wheat
1 00 @ 1 20
settlement of all affairs between the Govern- wounded. Tho Federals gained another im- member. ... The Senate amendments to the Execu- corner in San Francisco the other day,
Corn...
46
47
ment and that road, and submitted a new portant victory in Tlaxoo on the 28tti. Gen. tive, Legislative,and Judicial Appropriation bill when thev saw a two-horee dray loaded Oats ...
28
34
Cortina
has
broken
his
parole,
escaped,
and
were
non-concurred
in. .. .The specialcommitteeon
proposition,to the following effect: He pro78
down with what they took to be lead RTI ..............................
Louisiana affairs was Instructed to investigate the
te-ued
a
pronunciamento.
If
he
reaches
the
PORK-Meas
.....................
..19 00 @20 00
poses to pay, for ten yeans $600,000 annually,
bars, stalled on Montgomery street 7.A»n ........ •...». .....
Rio
Grande
he
will probably give seme trouble outragea alleged to have been recentlycommitteeIn
and after that $750,000 annually,until all the
Weat Feliciana,La.
Great was their surprise when informed
TOLEDO.
... A quan*l is reported beindebtedness of the company to the Govern...................
@ 1 35
tween
the
Sultan
of Turkey and the Khedive
that
the lead bare were silver bricks Wheat— Extra
Monday,
Jane
12.—
Senate.—
There
was
no
ment is paid. These payments to be made in
Amber ..................
@ 1 26
lieu pf all claims which the Government of Eg>pt.. ^.A Vienna dispatch says: quorum present during a considerable portion of from the Bonanza mines, being taken to Corn ...........................
61
47
wmistice has been agreed
now has againstthe company for interest for
Oats-No.
2 .........
.....
33*
the day, and very little business was transacted.
Flood & O’brien’s bank, and that over a
upon
between
the Turks and insurgents.^
EAST LIBERTY.PA.
the five pereent on net earnings,or on any
House.— The Joint resolution to modify the treaty hundred thousand dollars in value was Hoas— Yorkere ...................
@6 80
The Servian Government has declared that
other account. The proportionto give up a
with China io as to reatrlot immigrationwas passed. intrusted to the custody of one man, and
Philadelphia*.............
@ 6 70
" l of the lands granted at $2.50 an acre is It will follow the recommendationof Russia
@ 5 25
....The AppropriationCommittee reported the hauled around the streets like any other Oattle— Best ....................
3, and the company proposes to pay
Medium ...............
@ 5 00
not to enter upon hostilitiesagainst Turkey.
.
Army Appropriation bill • tome $10,000,000 merchandise.
Sheep .......... ...... . ..........
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EUROPE.

fourths wide and three feet long, and spirally

ftlCHlttAK ITEMS*

winding like the twisted portion of au augerFite thousand land-lookedsalmon have been shank. In other words, it is half an inch
wider than a column of the Republican, and
depositedin Log lake, near Kalkaska.
its height is equal to a column and a half in
The total shipments of the Michigan Balt Aslength. The plant is only eight days old, and
sociation to June 1 were 210,350 barrels.
the head undeveloped, but at present reaemblea
Johh Ludbbidoe,Treasurer of the town of a new budding cauliflower head.

The Eastern yaestion-Prospectsof
ond Crimean War.

a

which preceded his dethronement ; and,
therefore, the account of his suicide is
Sec- not entirely incredible.

[From the Chicago Tribune.]

All Sorts.

Queen Victoria wears the Koh-i-noor
as a brooch.

When they don’t bury bones in the
catacombs
itacombs of
of Paris they cultivate mushYesterday morning (says the Burling- rooms.
ton Haxokeye) a lady who lives out
A new class has been formed at NewWest Hill was moved, by reading the port, R. L, for instructionin torpedo“ city lyric ” on the subject, to go down
service. i
into the cellar and see how the moisture
Lady Smith, widow of the President
She did not go down, however,
of the British Linnean society, has just
for the water was there before her, and
entered her 104th year in perfect health.
had been there all night, and had driven
the rats out to higher ground, like the
A Rat.

Is Europe drifting into war? Twe
weeks ago Abdul- Aziz, Sultan of Turkey, was deposed by a sudden popular

revolution,

m

i, and Murad Effendi,
. his
The annual meeting of the stockholdersof nephew, ascended the throne of Othman.
His accounts are reported $500 short. A
the Flint A Pera MarquetteRailway Company The news was received in England with
warrant is in the hands of the Sheriff for his
was held in East Saginaw a few days ago, and jubilation. It was regarded as in the
arrest.
interests of peace, notwithstandingEngthe followingboard of directors were elected
The RepublicanState convention for the H. C. Potter and Wm. L. Webber, of East land's refusal to accept the Berlin agreenominationof State officers will be held in Saginaw; Jesse Hoyt, of New York; O. W. Pot- ment of the three powers. Under the poor people in Happy Hollow. She
Lansing on Thursday,August 8. The State ter and John H. Prentiss, of Chicago; W. W. influence of this feeling Turkish securi- had not more than opened the door when Capt. O’Nfl:
gold
Central Committee have re-elected their present Crapo, Charles R. Tucker and A. H. Seabury, ties improved, and the English creditors a great rat sprang between her dress and county, Ga.
felt easier, while the three great powers
Secretary, Mr. 8. 8. Olds.
pet — oh— ur — oh — skirt, and scrambled
of New Bedford, Mass. ; Philo Remington,of
The latest cruel joke is to boil an egg
that had met at Berlin remained ominup to an kneasy resting-place.The next with a piece of doth round it, so that
A Detroit citizen notifiesthe Common Coun- Dion, N. Y. Twenty-six thousand eight hunously silent. In diplomacy, as in war,
instant the lady had him in her nervous the word 11 Centennial ” plainly appears
cil that his ancestors have been dug up by the dred and three shares were represented. The
radical changes are made in a day.
grasp,
holding dress, skirt and rat with on the shell.
city, and he wants pecuniary compensation. company has paid $502,992 of its floating in- Abdul- Aziz has left a legacy of trouble
Dust for dust is the way he reads it, and he debtedness since October 1, 1875. The earn- to his successor. Before he is fairly a desperate grip, despite the wriggling
Mrs. Willoughby sues Patrick Grady,
and squirming of the rodent And back
makes no bones about it either.
ings of the road to June 1 were $395,876,and upon his throne, he finds himself surin Pittsburgh, for kissing her in the
into the kitchen she went and the matiThree tenement houses and a barn at the earnings for May were $90,161.
street. Patrick sues her for striking
rounded with the preparationsfor a great
nee opened. The lady is a good church
him after the kiss.
Wenona, owned by J. P. Diouillard, wore dewar
—
the
Servians
and
Bulgarians
colSeveral months since, the Hon. W. R. Burt,
member, and has never taken a lesson in
lecting their armies and hurrying them
stroyedby an incendiaryfire last Sunday night.
A writer on the London Times says
of East Saginaw, caused the arrest of John
dancing in her life, but she waltzed
to the frontier to make common cause
A mower, buggy, and cutter were also conthat
the average American girl doesn’t
across the kitchen, and gallopedthrough
Gallagher,a well-known banker, on a charge
with the other Sclaves; the Black sea the sitting-room, and polkaed down the know enough to behave herself when she
sumed. Loss, $2,300 ; insurance,$709.
of having fraudulentlyprocured the signaswarming with Russian gunboats; the
hall, and schottischedback to the dining gets away from home.
The residence of Mr. James Gargett, at ture of Burt to notes for $20,000, ostensibly
English war vessels steaming across the
pu
Bishop Williams (ProtestantEpiscoroom, and reeled back into the kitchen,
Alma, Gratiot county, was destroyed by fire for the purpose of purchasinga large quanMediterraneantoward the Bosphorus;
where she jigged, and shuffled, and pir- pal), of the Diocese of Connecticut,has
last Wednesday morning, together with most tity of swamp land in Mississippifor speculaGreece placing her little army on a war
of the contents. The fire originatedin the tive purposes. Burt claimed that he never footing and negotiating a war loan of outted, never missing a step, and fur- subscribed $50 in aid of the ball nine of
nishing her own music all the time, Trinity college, Hartfoid.
basement and is thought to have been incen- receivedany patent or title to the lands, as
money.
while her sister and three children ran
The Governor of Georgia has spent
diary. Loss, $15,000.
was stipulated,and that GAllagherused the
The relations between Turkey and the after her, shrieking and wailing for $7,000 more than his salary during his
Theodore Wakelee, a prominent grocery notes, which he had discounted, for another Christianinsurgentsand between Turhelp, under the impression that she had term of office, in defraying the expenses
merchant of Battle Creek, has made an assign- purpose. The examination was concluded a key and the three powers now begin to
gone mad, and beseeching her to tell of official duties and courtesies.
ment to Charles E. Thomas. His liabilities and few days ago, and Gallagher was held for.trial lose interest as compared with the dis- what was the matter. She told them at
John Rogers, of Ralls county, Mo.,
assets are not yet known. Mr. Wakelee haa at the ensuing session of the Circuit court turbance of the relations between Great last, when the orchestra was out of
eighty
years of ago, was married lost
been in the grocery business in Battle Creek Bail was fixed at $5,000. Tbo case has at- Britain and Russia. If the signs are to breath, and, when she told them, they
week
to Delpha Brashears, a spinster of
be trusted, the Eastern questionlooms all shrieked in chorus and ran out of the
for over twelve years.
tracted generalinterest
eighty-two,and both are happy.
up again, and another Crimean war is room, but returned, climbed up on the
In the Montcalm Circuit court, Emory Chase
The Stanton Herald of a recent date contains
inevitable, in which England must side table, and begged her to turn the rat
A New Albany girl paid her way
has been convicted of the murder of John the following : A very singular and fatal acciwith Turkey without the oo-operation of loose. Perish the thought, she said. through the high-school last year by
Pingston(in March last), and sentenced to dent occurred in the townshipof Ferris, in
France, and with Austria and Italy in In all her wild dance, wlule striving to making a garden-spot40x80 feet, tbe
State prison for three years. John B. Hooker, this county, on Saturday last, to a young son
active sympathy with Russia.
quiet her nerves, she had clung to that product of which enabled her to- confor conspiracyto defraud in the purchase of of H. E. Waldron, aged fourteen years, by
It is to prevent the absorptionof Con- rat. It had caused her too much fright tinue in school.
lumber, receiveda two years’ term in the same which he cut his own throat. It appears that stantinople by Russify and to seal up the
to escape now. She held on to him,
Nearly twenty albatrosses ore said to
institution.
the young man left his father’s honse with Bosphorus against her, that England is
and wasn’t going to let go of him till have followed the British war ship ChalMr. John W. Aldrich, of Emerson, Gratiot some other boys at about 6 o’clock for the pur- now moving her fleets. Russia, while the headsman was ready. A council of lenger from the coast of Japan to within
county, and Mr. Philip Pierce, of the same pose of hunting oows, during which time he ostensibly remaining (juiet and urging a war determined that the liest way to kill two days’ sail of Honolulu, a distance of
place, have a lawsuit wherein the former stepped to the roadside to cut a whip, and pacific settlement, is in reahty engaged a rat was to put him in a bag and pound about 4,000 miles.
in activ6 warfare against Turkey. Servia, or drown him. The lady ordered the
c'aims the latter owes him a twenty-five-centwhile attempting to do this, having a small
It is said that the postal service loses
Bulgaria and Roumania swarm with her galleries cleared, and then, with many
jack-knife
in
his
hand
with
the
blade
opened,
shinplaster.Able counsel have been employed,
a million a year by me washing and reagents, exciting disaffection among tho shrieks, and trembling but .determined
and justice will bo done whether the heavens he stumbled and fell, the knife entering the
employmentof postage stamps. Why
people. The Servian troops, which are hands, she emptied the rat into the b
neck
immediately
above
the clavicle,severing
doesn’t Marshall Jewell punch with care
fall or not.
now ranged on the frontier, are officered that her sister had
1 given her, and call
the trachea and passing on and entering the
The drowning season has come. Matthias
by Russian generals. . She holds the in the family. When the house was these stamps and stop the leak?
vertebra;. What seems most peculiarabout
Capt. Grace, ex-Treasurerof Colleton
Sclavio provinces like hounds at the again in session, the rat was chased into
Molitor was drowned at Springwells, near
this unusual affair is that the young man was
leash, ready to let them slip at the proper a corner of the bag, the lady who had county, 8. C., who haa been accused of
Detroit, a few days ago, while bathing in the
rendered almost instantlyblind, and in less moment. She has already many war
being largely in default, settled his acwater in a brick-yardexcavation.A young man
captured it put her foot on the bag to'
than twenty minutes the eyes were completely vessels in the Black sea, and has issued
counts recently, when it was found that
named Stewart Rowley was drowned in Cass
keep him in his place, and her sister,
swollen shut. He remained sensible and cen orders for the construction of many
there was a balance in his favor of $1,river, at Vassar, last Sunday night, while
poising the heavy poker over the rat,
versed intelligently with every visitor up to 11 more. If she can obtain control of the
took good aim, raised the poker high 784.93.
bathing with his brothers and oth* young
o’clock, when he expired.
Bosphorus, she will not only have an above her head, shut her eyes, and
A Western paper says ; “ Talk about
men.
outlet
to
the
Mediterranean,
but
she
will
the
wind blowing tne grasshoppers
Ransom Gardner, the famous railroad
averted her head so that she might not
The DetroitPos! of the 11th published renever
again
relinquish
her
hold
upon
it.
away.
One of them faced Monday’s
see
the
carnage,
and
then,
summoning
builder, died a short time since at Anderson,
ports of the growing crops from twenty of the
Ind. He was a resident of Kalamazoo. Mr. Once in possession, she threatens Egypt, all her strength,struck the deadly blow. gale for an hour, and then yanked a
principalagricultural counties in the State.
compels England to hold Alexandria in A loud, piercing scream, that curdled shingle off a house for a fan, saying it
Gardner is too well known throughout the State
There has rarely, if ever, been a year when
order to defend the Suez canal, and the blood with the intensity of its ago- was awffflly sultry.”
to need any extended biographicalsketch. He
the prospect in this State has been on the
threatens not only to cut off England’s ny, and as the executioner opened her
The Baron Bomoskey, from Pudawas over sixty years of age, was born in Port
whole as good as at the present time. All the
route to Asia, but to endanger her Asiatic eyes she beheld the unfortunateratVstn,
who has been living in style at a
Ann, N. Y., and came to Michigan in 1837. He
Once in possession
of the catcher at the other end of the room, Now York hotel, and causing the young
..
"" possession, unce
poBBearnuuui
grain, grass, and fruit crops, with the possible
exception of com, promises au unusually baa been prominent in railroad budding for Bosphorusand locking it up, she holds seated on the floor, swaying to and fro, gallants of that city to burst with envy,
many years, bia notable performance being tbe ^sia at her mercy. She will sweep down
large yield.
nursing her bruised and beaten foot, turps out to be a forger who is very
buildingof tbe St. Joseph Valley railroad to tne Euphrates to the Persian gulf, while the rat, greatly frighteueA by the much wanted in Vienna.
Tamas City Gazette : We’ve been so busy
Kalamazoo, and tbe railroadfrom Kalamazoo through Turkey in Asia. She already noise, ran out of the bag, jumped on
The battle of the pavementsip Lonthis week borrowing of the neighbors,digging
to Grand Rapids, wbicb be sold to tbe Lake holds Toorkistan, and will drive the the baby’s head and scared it into condon has been won by wood, the city enbait and coaxing the heus to lay that we haven’t
Shore and Michigan Southern Railroad Com- weak, powers — Persia, Cabool and Beloo- vulsions, leaped from the baby on to the
gineer having shown in its favor mat a
had time to edit much. The fact is our office
pany. For several years be has been connected cbistan — before her like chaff before the table, flopped into a crock of butter,
horse, before falling, may be expected
and home were ruthlessly invaded a few days with Mr. 8. Wells in building a railroad frem wind, thus reaching the borders of Hinscrambled through a pan of milk, to travel on granite 132 miles, on asphalt
ago by two hungry relativesfrom Fort Atkin- Wbite Pigeon to Anderson, which has recently dostan and threatening British India
jumped off the table on to the window 191, and on wood 440 miles.
son, Wis., and— well, please send in something been completed. He was a man of untiring this bangs Hgon the possession o
sill, and ran under the house to conceal
A whirlwind at Salt Lake, the other
right away, friends, as they propose to have a energy, greet counge, .nd et .bill* to earry Constantinople. The little breeze "Inch
its emotion.
day, lifted a hot-house,with its floral
Belvidere,Montcalm county, has disappeared.
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good time

if it

''deyelfc'STtom^et, L
dreaded

takes till fall.

on large enterprise^m. Us owned, large B0W
Manistee Times: A drunken tuck-pointer amount ot real eet.te, and been consrdered at

from Chicago fell into the river Monday, and

times very wealthy, but never had

after nearly drowning, was arrestedby another

tancy in placingall he had in any enterprisehe

tuck-pointerin about the

same

“spiritual"

condition. He was taken into the N.
Co.’s warehouse

and

W.

rolled over beer kegs

T.

was engaged In were

it

wyheei-

necessary for its sue-

cess. Mr. Gardner leaves a family conbisting

and of

bis wife and three

daughters.

kerosene barrels for about half an hour, until
he became conscious. The
were : “I’ve shwum gnuff

first

words he said

Detrolt Price* Current.
Wheat, white ......................
$ 1 15
Wheat, amber ..................... 115
Corn, per bu ......................
44
Oats, per bu ......................
32

!’’

Charles Login, of Marshall,a coloredman,
who was arrested for forging the name of A.
Barley, per 100 lbs ................ 1 40
T. Vary to a check for $1,000 and attempting Rye, per bu ......................
65
to pass the same at the Michigarf National Apples, per brl .................... 2 75
bank of Marshall on April 24, was tried last
..... 75
Tuesday by the Calhoun county Circuit court. Butter ........
Beeswax ......
The jury were out only five minutes, and ren- Dried apples.
dered a verdict of guilty. No criminal case Eg8» ..........

.
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@4 00
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30
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11
00

Hay, mixed, per ton ......... . ... 12 00

@14 00

sm

before the Circuit court has been tried in so
brief a time for several

years. The

case lasted

only two hours and a half.

E

^

more

a^n>

the

0ff the contiiot; the

events of

one foy may precipitate it In case it
comes, the map of Europe must be reconstructed. Roumania, Bulgaria, Constantinople,the Bosphorus,all go to
Russia; Servia, Bosnia and Montenegro
to Austria, forming a colossal PanSclavonic empire; Macedonia and Thessaly to Greece; Northern Austria to Ger-

many, whose cunning Chancellor

sits

like a spider in his web, watching the
flies buzzing about him. What goes to

England? She will take Egypt,

and vegetable contents, from its foundations, and carried it upinto the air 500
The continued depression of trade in feet above the city. When released it
the United States, as well as the scarcity came down with a crash on an open lot.
of money among the agricultnraland
The renominationof Senator Anthony,
laboring classes in Germany, has had the
of Rhode Island, insures him an unineffect of materially checking the outflow
temipted term as Senator for twentyof labor from the latter country ; and
four years— equal to that for whioh Mr.
from the returns given by Consul AnnesSumner was elected and exceeding by
ley in his commercial report on Hamtwo years that for which Mr. Wilson was
burg for the past year, just issued, it
elected.
seems that emigration from Germany to
A brass band at Port Byron, N. Y., a
America was nearly one half lower in 1875
than in 1874. The number of German few nights ago, desiring to raise money,
emigrants in 1875 was 31,810, of whom “ serenaded r' several prominent citizens
18,782 went by steamer direct to New in the place, and promptly presented a
York, 481 to Brazil, Monte Video and subscriptionpaper to each one of them
Buenos Ayres, 480 to Chili and 20 to the as soon as he came forth to acknowledge
West Indies ; 1,798 emigrants went by the compliment.

Our Labor Supply Drying Up.

£ foroed upon
Diplomacy may once

if

France will allow it. Meanwhile, the
Russians will be between her and India.
There may be another Crimean war, but
this time England will not have France, sailing vessel direct to Australia anc
South America, and 377 to other ports,
Italy and Austria to help her.

(410 00
@10 00
25
20
28
22
65
14
16

The Lawrenceburg

while 9,872 went by steamers indirect lo

(4

(Ind.) Register

says : “ Ground-squirrelscan’t be

num-

never
They are taking the

bered in this locality

;

the like was

North America via Hull and Liverpool before known.
Of the emigrants forwarded direct, 12,- com row by row.” It also reporta that
when one of them decided to “take a dive" in
Mankind will be apt to remain in doubt 678 were male and 8,883 female, 16,815 potato-bugs have made their appearance
being adults, 3,706 children under ten in bountifulnumbers.
a spot where he was told the water was ten feet
for some time whether the deposed Sulyears of age, and 1,040 infants. Besides
tan really colnmitted suicide or whether
in depth. At the depth of three feet he was
The following was the reply to the
Ta’low, per lb.
<4
7X
the decrease in the numbers bound to
he
was
assassinated,
according
to
the
old
convinced that his informant was mistaken, Hides, p«r lb...
6
mestion,
“ Which of the two _
popular
@ 1 60
Turkish custom which has been illus- the United States, the numerous warn London preachers do you like best?”
and the rock proving somewhat more impen- Pelts ...........
20
ings that have lately appeared respecting
trated even within the present century.
etrable than his skull, the latter yieldedto su- Wool, fleece washed.
25
naming them. 1 like to hear Mr.
40
It is the official announcementthat he the unsuitability of the climate of Brazi preach best, because I don’t like any
perior strength and caved. Bathing was sus- Wool, combing ......
for northern constitutionshave at las
@ 8 50
committedsuicide ; but the fact of its
pended for the day. and the balance of his
@ 4 75
produced an effect on the Germans, anc preaching,and he comes nearest to nothig official does not give assurance of
@
6
00
Wood,
hickory.
ing of any that I ever heard.”
spare change was expended for the luxury of a
its trustworthiness.• The conspirators emigration to that country has decreasec
surgical operation.
nine-tenths in two years. The following
In broiling a beefsteak,whenever the
of the Divan had learned that the news
A Broken Rule.
show the remarkableextent tc cods blaze up from the drippings, a
The Middleville Republican gives the followA Centennial gate-keeper would not of the strangling of the dethroned Bpver- figures
wnioh German emigration has fallen of
pinch of salt thrown upon them will at
ing as the losses by the late fire in that village
let a big
Illinoisleiiow
fellow mio
into me
the snow
show the eign would not be received with satisfacbig .Illinois
—
“James Johnson, hotel, $5,000 ; H. Wright, other day, because he presented two tion by the Governments of Europe, within the past five years : In 1871 the once extinguish them. By carefullyatnumber of emigrants were 42,224 ; in tending to this matter, you may have
store and house and livery stable, $2,000 ; S. quarters for admission instead of a single The Emperor of Russia had instructed
1872, 74,406 ; in 1873, 69,176 ; in 1874, you: broiled steak or ohioken crisp, but
Fonts, livery stock, including four horses, half dollar. “ The order is to take his Ambassador at Constantinople to
43,443, and in 1875, 31,810. As emi- not scorched, and juicy, yet well done.
buggies and harness,$1,000 ; Johnson A Wal- exactly a half dollar piece, and nothing look after the safety of Abdul Aziz, and
gration from Great Britain to the United
rath, $1,500 ; A. L. Baine, furniture and cloth- else,” said the keeper, “and I can’t 4 Queen Victoria had sent smnliur instrooOne Ohio editor says of a contempoStates is also on the decrease,and that
ing, $300 ; corporation of Middleville, records break the rule.” 41 Well, you will break tions to the British Ambassador. The
rary
who had assumed the part of a
from China is to be forcidden in fnture,
and furniture, $100 ; express office, $300 ; G. the rule,” said the big Westerner, grow- Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs was the Americans will probably in a few mummy in a dramatic performance:
44 He was obliged to put a little animaW. Searles, $300. Total loss by fire, $10,600. mg suddenly angry and showing fight, so stirred up by the reports sent abroad
rears be thrown on their own resources
The damage to other parties by breakage of “You’ll break the rule or I’ll break yohr I on the subject, that he telegraphed to Jor a supply of labor, and perhaps they tion into himself to come up with the
neck l” The gateman’s intuitivenessthe Turkish representatives at all the
character, and to wear more recent linen ;
glass, moving of goods, etc., can scarcely be
will be none the worse socially, physiimmediately
whispered
to him to choose courts of Europe a hasty denial of the
but that was about all Nature had adestimated at present."
cally and politicallyfor a little healthful
the least of two evils— a broken rule
malevolent rumors conoemmg the
mirably qualified him to act the part.”
Some two weeks ago (says the Kalamazoo a„ broken neck— and he choose the deposed monarch’s fate. But it would exertion.— Pall Mall Gazette,
Seven o’clock a. m.— Boy has terrible
Telegraph) we announce 1 that a gentleman
fomer without further
toothache ; can’t go to school Half
Not
Guilty.
was looking the field over here with reference
There was a pretty sharp tramp tried past 9 a. m.— A solitary figure may be
to the establishmentof an industry here new
Alcohol, as a stimulant,has been dis- out, Abdul Aziz had already been disseen skulking through the streets leading
the Recorder’scourt
to this State. We had Mr. G. H. Bird in mind, continued for the last three years by the posed of. The very day after his de- before a jury
to the creek ; perch and chubs bite.
who has just completedarrangements for an Wrexham Union Board of Guardians in I thronement
received » ^i^atch, the other morning. The Recorder Half-past 6 p. m.— Scene, woodshed ;
asked
him
if
he
had
any
objection
to
additionto the Cahill building, on Park street. England. They substituted beef-tea, which was immediatelyoonwmuwreu,
dramatis person®, the eld man, one
make to the jury!, which looked like it
He takes a five years’ lease 6t the foundry de- milk and eggs where pauper inmates that he had been suddenly overtaken by
trunk strap, one boy. Let’s draw the
might have been a detail from FalstafTs
partment,and will establish malleable iron needed extra nourishment, and have thus death. It will be hard to penetrate the
curtain.
recruits
with
which
he
said 'he was
works here. Mr. £. has just been to Boston not only saved six wyaiinga annually per mysteries of the palace of Tcheragan,
In Connecticut,last year, there were
ashamed
to
march
through
Coventry.
and secured the services of a man who has had head, but the health of the paupers have which he has been confined since his
466 divorces to 5,885 marriages,with an
The
tramp
replied
to
the
question
by
overthrow.
twenty-fiveyears’ experience in the business greatly improved.
There is doubt that, if he was assas- rolling up his eyes and calling on 44 the average of about 860 divorcesa year for
for his superintendent
The Lowell cotton manufacturing sinated, the new Government would de- power above” that whenever be objected the last fifteenyeare, the prevailing cause
in view of
Lansing Republican : In the garden of John companies are gloomy over the prospects ny it, and trust to the concealment of the to a jury like that he hoped his right being 44 general misconduct
which
figures
the
Churchman
finds
satisarm might cleave to the roof of his
R. Price, North Lansing, may be seen an as- for me fnture, and some of them predict fact.
faction
knowing
that, 44 as yet, the
mouth.
The
jury
pronounced
him
“not
paragus plant of very singularform and large that it will be the hardest season for the
Whatever may have been the fact, it
Connecticutstatutes forbid the ‘marsize. The general shape of the stock is that of manufacturers and operativesthat the is certain that Abdul Aziz must have guilty” without leaving their seats.—
riage’ of a man and his step-daughter.
San
A
Antonio
Herald,
been
almost
distracted
by
the
troubles
city
has
ever
known.
4i board half an inch thick ; two-and-threeOn Sunday of

last

week some young men

were in bathing in a stream south of Monroe,

Onions..

Potatoes, peschblows, per bu
Honey, comb ................
Chickens, per pair ...........
.
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Did the Sultan Kill Himself.
[From the New York Sun.]
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PORT OF BLACK LALE.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, June

special Notices.

Thursday, June 15, 1876.
Cfeaw/MM— Wm. Bates, Port Sheldon,
light; scow Banner, Chicago, 40 m feet
lumber; schr Mary Ann, Racine, 20 m ft

17, 1876.

If you wish

Ice cold Lemonade kept at Pessink’s
CJfy Bakery.

lumber; schr Wollin, Chicago, 50 m ft
lumber, 17 m staves; schr Joses, Chicago,
90 cords wood; schr Tri color, Chicago,
American Historical Events.
and curtains of every description, and all
88 m staves; Propeller Sky-Lark, Michigan
kinds of new Furniture. Prices as low as
City, 60 m ft of square timber; scow Wm.
June 17, 1775, Battle of Bunker Hill.
the lowest.
H. MEYER & CO.
Bates, Racine, 20 Cords wood; schr. Wol18, 1812, War declared against Great
lin, Chicago, 55 cords wood; schr Tri-ColBritain.
or, Chicago, 85 m feet lumber.
Choice Sweet Oranges and beautiful
19, 1804, Alabama fought the Kear*
Amoofr-Scow
Wm.
Bates, 80 bbls salt; Lemons at Pessink’s Bakery.
wrge.
scow Banner, light; schr Mary Ann, light;
20, 1708, Fitch (Inv, steam navigaschr Wollin, 100 bbls salt; schr Spray 830
Alumni Association.
tion) died.
bblsalt; Joses, light; sclir Tri-Color, 275
“ 21, 1869, 25th. anniversary“Orderof Hides, 100 pkgs mdse; prop Sky-Lark,
There will be a meeting of the Alumni
Druids”
light; schr Wallace, light; schr. Bates 50
of the Academic Department of Hope Col“ 22, 1728, Oliver Evans (great inv.) bbl Pork; sclir Tri-Color, COO bush corn, lege, in the College Chapel at 2 o’clock in
200 hides.
born.
the afternoon on Tuesday, 27th inst.
28, 1805, All U. S. ports declared
The committee will make arrangements
A Centennial
ophn.
for a Collation at 8 o’clock in the evening
of the some day.
A recent letter from Frederick, Md., to
Wm. A. Shields, Sec.
GENERAL SYNOD OF THE REFORUED the Baltimore Sun says: “The celebration
Hope College, June 2, ’76.
CHURCH OF AMERICA.
to take place here on the 28th of June is

Centennial.

WALL PAPER

At

“

“

see a well assorted stoci

to

J,

of Goods for the Fall and Winter
and

of

call at the store

DUURSEM

KOFFERS,

A &

/

DEALERS

1

1ST

Notions and Trimmings

Dry Goods,
Furnishing

Goods, Hats &
Clothing,
Crockery, Flour

“

go

trade,

Caps,

Groceries,

f

,

Stoneware,
RIVER STREET,

<fc

Feed,

Provisions

LAND,

HE Ot,

etc.

TvTIOli.

“

looked forward to with great anticipation.

Do you like to see a fine assortmentof
Candies? Go to the City Bakery.
and complete news of the proceedinga of There ispropablyno country in the State
^ound 'which clusters more' interesting
the General Synod of the Reformed Church
Just as we go

to

press we receive the first

America, from which we hurriedly clip historicalassociationsthan Frederick.
For instance, the famous Stamp act was
the following: “The General Synod conin

.

first declared constitutional by

vened in the Second Reformed Church of
of June, 1876, and was opened with prayer

characters of that day was

W

Hope College was

present-

ed and referred to the committee on pro-

fessorate.A communication from Rev. T.
R. Beck on the subject of theological in-

Hope College was referred
same committee. A letter from Prof.
Phelps on the endowment of Hope College
instruction in
to

was referred

Bimfohd

Gen. Thomas

We

cannot give any more in

Colonies of North

Holland, Mich., November 5,

this issue.

Extensive

lected him as his Secretary of State.

duties, however, this

honor was

And keep a

With

and elves perfect shape and

finish to all

r-~— WARRANTED
—

the day whether as a peoply we are grow- quently sought by Gen. Washington. Aning better or worse; whether the means of other prominent character of this county
influencing the masses for good are keep- was the Hon. John Hanson. This gentle-

man was a

No.

“

and corruption,are

1

4

u 2

in

receiptof the price.
every State, County,City and
liberal discounts will be

Grain,

shame Dunmore, of

under the revcWlions,is evidence that

it

ton, and the expedition through

Canada

life,

and thus strike terror into the hearts of the having been Institutedto recover said debt
or any portion thereof;Now therelore, notice
patriot
frontiersmen of the West. Prompt is hereby giceh, that by virtue of the power
a poor compliment to pay the Gospel, after
of sale containedin safc mortgage,and of the
nearly nineteen centuries, to think so.— measures were taken, and Mr. Hanson, statute in such case made and provided,the said
assisted
by
Major.
Mannley
Bayley,
Dr.
mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the mortChrutian at Work.
gaged premises,or so much thereof as may be
Philip Thomas, Philip Fisher, and others necessary to satisfy the amount due upon said
Dr. Russell, writing from Madras to as scouts, discoveredthe hiding-placeof mortgage as nforiiaia, (both principaland interest,
said attorney fee and the costs and expenses ol
to the London Times about the extraordi- from 200 to 800 of the spies and Tories in
sale, allowed by law,) at public auction, to the
dishonoringto

all the forces for good*

and

nary tricks of conjuring exhibited by the Catoskln Mountain, near where Bealsvillc
Indian jugglers before the Prince of Wales, is now located, and afterwards succeeded
says:

in

Madhar Sahib squatted down before the Prince of Wales, and put down
n small basket on the carpel, about the
First

capturing and bringing them to

this

place, where seven of the ringleaders were
tried, convicted,

and ordered by Col. Han-

son to be hanged, drawn, and quartfred in

which a lady would carry the old Court-House yard. After that terBerlin wool, It was empty, of course. rible example in Fredericktown,the peosize of those in

Madhar Sahib was almost undressed— his
arms were quite bare. He turned his
basket down and chatted at it, then turned
it over, and lo! there was an egg on the
carpet, which was handed round to be
looked

ple of the

West

of Western

(particularly

Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania) rested
easy.”

We

have received from the Fine Art

Publishing House of Geo. Stinson & Co.,

at.

Highest bidder, on the 19th day of September, A. 1).
18ifi, at one o'clock In the afternoon, at the front
door of the comt house In the city of Grand Haven
in said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
that being the place for holding the Circull Court
for said connty. Said mortgaged premises are described In the said mortgage as follows, to-wit: All
that certain niece or parcel of land known and
described as follows, to-wit: Village lori number
ninety-two(92) and ninety-three (W) as numbered
on the villagepint of the villageof Berlin, and situated in the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, on section number thirty-fourCW) town eight
north of range thirteen (13) west commencingat
the angle of the State road in the Village ol Berlin,
and runningnorth four (4) degrees west two hundred....
and.......
thirty-four
(234) -------feet and three and one.
v~-,
half (UJi) inches; thence south eighty-six (8(i)degrees west to high water mark of the mill pond;
thence south easterly along the high water mark
to the center of the said State road along the center of tho said State road to the place of beginning.

Dated June

he put the basket over the egg Portland,Maine, several pictures recently
and chatted nt it again, turned it over, published by them. The subjects,as
and lo! out walked a pretty pigeon, so works of high art, deserve the highest
tame that

it

allowed itself to be caught by

among

—

-

Then

praise. Stinson A Co. were

-

'

10th,

DeFeyter Bro

hand.

on

the

MINDERHOUT,

W.

THE

Tho undersignedannounces to the Public tbat
he has finished his new Meat-Market, and is now
ready to supply his enstomers with all kinds of
Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair dealldr of giving satisfaction to all
ing he feels confident
those who wish to favor him with part of their
trade.
The stand is one door west of O. J. Haverkate*
Son’s Hardware Store.
Holland. April 2.
W. BUTKAU.

.......
1875.
1

I

&
<

Produce.

Prop’r.

—
FIRST 'WARD.

We have put

up In our woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two miles West of the white school-house on
the Grand Haven road) a first-class portable saw-mill
which is now in good runningorder, and can serve
the public at any lime with all kinds of building
material and fencing at low prices,and deliver the
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same wherever wanted.
We can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and
ill make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck plunks and
any kind of ship timber are unequaled.
All bills will be filledpromptly and with despatch, and a fairdoaling can be relieduj>on. Custom sawing done at bottom figures.
All kinds of Farm Products,taken in pay for
lumber and sawing',Also Wood. Bark and Railroad Ties, when deliveredat our Pier on Lake
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
Lake.
Holland, Mich., March 12. 1875.
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A. D. 1876.

ARTHUR E. TURNER. Mortgage
Milleh * VooiuiEia, Att'ysfor Mortgagee.

B. P. HIGGINS,
PHOTOGRAPHER,

the

o

D

in the Fine Ait publishing busiEighth St. Holland,Mich.
T3 THE W0BEIN3 CLA89.— We can furnish you
ness in this country, and year by year their employment at which you can make very large pay,
other egg from beneath the basket, and
business has grown, until at the present in your own localities, without being awav from
then placed it underneath the basket; any.
home oYer night. Agents wanted in every town and All work burnishedand finished in the latest style.
(line It has assumed colosslal proportions. county to take subscribersfor The Centennial
Old and Faded Pictures Copied.Enlarged and
one could see that the latter was a thin,
Record, the largestpublication in the United States
worked up in India Ink. Oil or Water Colors.
A
short time since they published a chro10 pages, M columns;' Elegantly Illustrated; Terms
frail compositicn,without cover or false
mo that had a run of over one hundred only $1 per year. The Record is devoted to whatbottom* Then, after incantations,he and twenty-fivethousand copies. The ever is of Interestconnected with tho Centennial
raised the basket, and out strutted the first weight of them unmounted was over nine year. The Great Exhibition at Philadelphiais
fully Illustrated In detail. Everybody wants It.
pigeon and another exactly like it. and tons. In the selection of subjects, Stinson The whole people feel groat interestin their Coun& Co. show correct judgement of the pub- try’s CenUmnialBirthday,and want to know all
went pouting over to the spectators.
lic taste, which natural talent,aided by about It. An elegantpatriotic crayon drawing
prominm picture Is presented free to each sub"
Poolce, who came next, convertedhimlong experience, alone can give. They scriber.
It is entitled, “In remembrance of the
--------- .1
self into a magazine of horrors; took live publish every description of fine works of One Hnmlrelh Anniversary of tho Independence
scorpions, which he handled with Impuni- Art, from a chroino to a photograph— from of the United States.” Size, 23 by 30 Inches. Any
one can become a successful agent,
‘ for
- but show
a fine Crayon drawing to the most elegant
a full line in Ladies’
ty, out of his mouth; spat out stones as
Steel Engraving.
large as ^lums, one after the other, or
They bring into service the skill of the
many agents who are making as Mghas $2d per
showed them between his lips and swal- most talented artists.
day and upwards. How ls the time: don’t delay.
They
are
also
publishers
of
the
Centenlowed them; then evolved from depths unRemember It costs nothing to give the bnslnew*a
trial. Send for circnlaiS), terms, and sample copy
known a carpenter’sshop, full of nails, nial Record, wkich'ig a very large illustra- Of
paper, which are sent free to all who apply; do
ted paper, devoted lo whatever Is of interIt
lo-day. Complete outfitfree to those who delarge and small, and coils of string, till
est connected with the One Hundredth cide to engage. Farmers and mechanics, and their
there was r pile of his products before the Birthdayof the United States. Terms one sonsa at
and daughtera make the very best of agenta.
Irens, THE CENTENNIAL RECORD,
dollar per year, the great Exhibitionnt
Prince.
Portland, Maine.
Philadelphiais fully illustrated and de-

the
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Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds

Wood

fitted up

MEAT MARKET

s,

DEALERS IN

of

,

- IJST

Are dealt in very extetiftrelybv us. and all orders
are promptly filled and delivered.
Default having been made In the conditions of
a certain Mortgage,dated the twenty-ninthday of
O
April A. D. 1876, made and executed by Louisa A.
Becker of the township of Wright, County of Ottawa find State of Michigan,to Arthur E. Turner
of the Township of Alpine, County of Kent and
State of Michigan, and recorded In the office of
Our aim Is to pay the Highest Market Price for
the Register of Deeds for the County of Ottawa
and State of Michigan, on the firstday of May A. all kinds of Country Produce, and we make this a
D. 1875, at eight o'clock in the forenoon, in Liber •pedal ty. We never refuse to buj anythingin this
Inc. Our connectionsare such
. that
..
we can alNo 7 of Mortgages,on page 129. On which said line.
mortgage there u claimedto be due at the date of ways pay the highestprices.
thin notice, one hnndred and seventy-onedollar?
Holland, Oct. 29, 1873.
and ninety-two cent? ($171,92),beside? an attorney
fee of thirty dolllars ($30.00,)provided in said
mortgage,to be paid to said mortgagee,in case
of foreclosure;
and no suit at law or in chancery

On

and a proof that John Connelly, and John Smith, whose
the national heart and brain are right. No, purpose it was to sieze the arsenal,murder
we are not growing worse It would be the men and women, burn Fredericktown,
scandals is a sign of

Retail.

Country Produce!

possesses a purity that can be shocked; and the West, consisting ol Tories, Hessthe stinging pain it feels under the repeated ians, and Indians, led by Allen Cameron,

Floor.

ed with the Hotel.

lur aJ Fd, Hr

-

Virginia, Gen. Gage, of Bos-

room has been

CIGARS!

Mortgage Sale.

him, from his headquar-

on First

ground floor. Livery connect-

'--O-

5.18-ly

mittee of Safety of FrederickCounty from

revealed because they are held up against ters near Germantown,Penn., in 1781, apthe white conscienceof the people. The prising him of the machinationsof Gov.
very fact that UpulMlon flushes with

-

Wholesale and

Address, Bickford K.niting Machine Mfo. Co.
Sole Manufacturers. Brattlebwo,Vt.

pointed to as proofs of our degeneracy. 1776 to 1783. It was to him that Gen.
But we do not agree with this view. These Washington sent a courier as fast as horsestains and dark spots are the more clearly

o

(

Agents wanted

new and

Agents a large and well lighted sample

Provisions.

!

CIGARS

are spacious and

For the convenienceof Commercial

Family Machine, 1 cylinder.72 needles, $30.
*• 72*100 -k $40. We have the agency for one of the largest manufactoriesIn the country and sell cigars at
A sample machine will be sent to any part of the
United btates or Jan ada. (where we have no agent),
No.

delegate to the Continental erpress charges pre-paid, on

flesh could carry

Caps,

-

H0U8°

full line of

Office

it

^

well furnished with

Crockery and

~~

ling exposures of moral delinquencies and Congress, and at one time President of Town, to whom very
made.
obliquities,and continuous revelations of that body. He was President of the Com-

political dishonesty

Hats

garments.

It will kalt a pair cf locks la fifteen minutes!Every
machine
perfect,
do junt
hint
—
.........
. ....... and to do
what is irpmented. A complete instruction book
accompanies each machine.

his place. Mr. Johnson’s advice was fre-

the Pubic that no

to

elegant furniture.

Dry Goods,

almost Magical speed,
...

ing pace with other influences.The start-

The Rooms

i

Ow-

declined

IVIICPT.

rasped

A Family Kniting Machine!

and Thomas Jefferson was appointed in
It is one of the disputed questions of

The Proprietorannounces

Wejhave on hand> large stock of

attracting universal attention by its astonishing performance?and itn great practical value
for every day family a Be. If knits every possible
variety of plain or fancy work

at

SONS,

River Street, Holland,Mich.

Now

and

will be receive

HOLLAIsTD,

WERKMAN &

Gov. Johnson’s patriotism, undaunted

after the adoption of the Constitution, se-

j

CITY HOTEL,

all the armies in the

courage,and devotion to his country, and

.

1875.

At tho Store of

ington always entertaineda high esteem
for

of Produce

Trade,

America. Gen. Wash-

ing to a multiplicity of public and private

same committee.

to

Commander-in-chiefof

-A.3STTEZ)

Everything in the line
the highest market prices.

the court

Johnson, the first Republican Governor of
by Rev. Charles Scott, D.D., the President
Maryland (in 1776), and for some time preof the last Synod. Rev. John McClellan
siding Judge of the General Court of
Holmes, D.D., was elected President. Dr.
Maryland. He was among the first to unScott made a short address and retired
furl the flag of revolt for independence,
from the chair. Dr. Holmes took the chair.
and, as a member of the ContinentalConAt the evening session Rev. Charles Scott,
gress, appointed by the Provincial ConD.D., delivered a sermon as retiringPresivention in 1774, he had the high honor of
dent on Matt. 16: 8, “Can ye not discern
nominating
George Washington to be the
the signs of the times?” The Report of
the Council of

come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
invite the Public to

Ilftr Itdvertisrraents.

of this county. Prominent among the

Kingston,N. Y., on Wednesday, 7th day

We

Next, Madhar produced an- pioneers
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IS’YB. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1876.
Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.

’

•

—

And

o

Furnishing Goods,
'

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

and

Summer Shawls,
and Kid Gloves.

Cloaking, Spring and

anil I

“There

is

_

one thing on which a

md and wife never have
band

nd
and

_

bus-

scrilK»d.

*

Parasols, Fans,

q,:nonn

.

5-17-ty

.

FOR SALE!

.

CO. El* jR-preSCIlt 1U
never can want of a large number
of new agents, to
agree, and that is on what constitutes a whom they offer the most liberal induce*
well-beaten carpet. When the article is menu*. We call attention lo tbeir advertisement, headed, “To the Working CJasa.”
clean it’s a man's impressiontbat.it should
in our advertising columns.
be removed, and be be allowed to wash up
and quietly retire. But a woman's appe

Domestic Economy— No housekeeperor
tile for carpet-beating
is never appeased cook fa fully prepared to enter successfully
while a man has a whole muscle in his upon her culinary duties wiUiout havinir

HOUSE, STORE
o

- and

LOT.

all new. It la a desklndof bulsineas. Terms
D. TK ROLLER,

for

50 Cents and Upward.

All the latest style:} in Ties, Ruchings, Collars and Cuffs, and a full assortment of
Edgings, Standard Trimmings, Zephyrs, Germantown Wool and Canvas.

Holland. The bulldlngaare
irable location for any

«**/•

uiai
foLLANZ, Mich,,

body. And if he waited until she volnn- D. B. DeLand & Co.’s Bat Chemical, Satarotus on hand. It relieves the mind of
tartly gave the signal to stop he might niueh of the care and anxiety experienced
beat away until he dropped down dead. by a skillfulcook. For sale by most mer- rpHB
It is directly owing to his superloi strength chants and grocers. Call for the genuine
in red papers. It is better than Soda.
of mind that the civilized world is not a
, Not being adulteratedit is much more
widow this day.”
I healthful than Baking Powder.

__

--

Hats

X

lic

March

8.

Gall and

Examine. No Trouble

to

Show Goods.

1875.

Dissolution Notice.

undersignedhave mutually agreed to dlswived their partnership, and request the pubto settleall acconnta with Mr. J. Albers,who

will continno the business at the old stano.
J. ALBERS,
C. B.
Holland, Mich., M*y 25, 1878.

WYNNE.

Agents for the Sale of E. Butterick & Go’s Patterns of Garments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.

L.

&

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOLLAND, MICH.

Gaiioek vegetablesare abundant and

lotting js.
Thk

first strawberries are in the

ThcrloW Weed

market.

has asked Congress to

Gov.

invite the grandson of Lafayette to visit

All kinds of

fruit

and berries are grow- the CentennialExhibition.

Hayes

of

BAEERY.

telegraphVity

latest by

cheap.

Ohio

Nominated
,

on the 7th Ballot

The Council of Hope

to carry

Hemlock bark
in here

Is cupiiuually

College will meet

streaming next week preparatory to the Commence

-

-

ie

Mortcn men Fearing Blaine'i steady

Increase Throw the Game.
man who has not a cent in his
The excitement about the Republican pocket owns a com which he would not
Special dispatch to the Holland City News.
National Convention is absorbing every allow you to step on for the world.
thing for the moment.
Chicago, June 16—5:47 p. m.
The Eastern papers say that times are
auAimproving. Building has commenced
Wm. Ten Hagen has moved his restauGov. Hayes of Ohio is nominatedfor
rant from the City Hotel basement to that quite brisk in New York City.
President of the United Stales by the
a

Ex-Spkakkk Blaine’s illness threw the Republican Convention in session at Cinwhole country in consternation;hut the
4
by latest dispatches seem to considerhim out
Up to this hour no Vice-Presidenthas^

cinnati.

Rev. A. T. Stewart will be absent to-

morrow and his pulpit will be filled
Rev. J. I). McCord, of Allegan.

‘

H
that

'

RST-CLASS BAKERY.

7

under Kenyon’s Block.

B&nttrailding,Cor. Sighth and Rive: St.

,

same old stand on Eighth street,in
of Holland. I guaranteethe
*
blic
at all limes
____
they will
find me supplied with at full
line of goods such as
should be kept in a

tlft City
'•Jity

Many

'

on

A Jewelers,

B4KING & CONFECTIONERY

The Combinationof the Bristow-Conkling-

•

by carloads to supply the wants of ment of the week following.

our large tanneries.

Watchmakers

undersignedhas succeeded to th£
aboye business, and shall continue

ing profusely.

a Brsymaa

Joslin

Ii Bread, Biscuits, Rusks, Crackers
of fall kinds, Cakes, Pastry; also Rye
Bread, Graham and Boston Brown Bread.
AI special orders will be promptly filled.

lRY.
/Assorted Confechone,

Plain and Fancy Candles, a full ifcsor
iHsortment of Nuts and’ such other notions in
this line as will lender this establishment
The promise of all kinds of berries The Allegan Democrat talks about strawHaving dlnponed of moat oi our old atock, we have
Some
of our gutters on 8th street are complete in this respect.
berries
at
16@18c
per
quart.
Why,
we
along the line of the C. & M. L. S. R. R.,
occupied my new quarter*,on KlVEB STREET
caving in from the recent heavy waterfall.
with a hoautfful stock of everything
north of us, is immense. We never saw can get all we want for 10c per quart, and

of danger.

been nominated.

the largest and best at that.

anything like it.

About
as any

as

handy and clean

a restaurant

man, woman or child may wish to

step into is Pessiuk’sBakery.

-

They

are

of

List

schoonersof beer,

letters remaining in the Rost

teur

Office at Holland, Mioii., June 15, 1876:

Miss E. Miller, Henry Willis.

Within

the last lew du)s we had plenty

all the light or

high

soils,

but on the low

Now

is

thk time

The

phia Picnic.'

logo to our

low’

and heavy clay lands they think “enough as $12.00 from Chicago to Washington.
is as good as a feast.”
Among the new things around town is a
Now is a great time for relics, but for a picture tent on the corner of Eighth and

The former patronageof

A new trial has been granted to Benjamin B. Halleck, convictedof the larceny of $47,000 from the United States
Treasury.
—

--

—

--

“Man,”

Saturday the Free Masons

celebrate St. John’s

Day by an

excursion

on Black Lake and a basket picnic.

Dom Pedro

is learning our language

very rapidly, the other morning, as he laid

We down

the

New

York Herald, he remarked

can’t say that we are invited yet, and “don’t

that he had a few dollars to bet that some-

hardly think I will, either.” However,

body would knock the ••stulling”out of
Turkey before many moons had waxed

we wish you

splendid time.

Mr. J. Wykhulr.cn, han e*tabll*hed himaolf with
ii*. and will he plenncd to ecc hie old cuntomer» and friend*continue thclrfotlnerfavor*.

be Neatly
and Promptly executed.

All Repairing will

DEALERS IN

Dry Goods,

Holland, Mich.,

2-ly

Groceries,

& Feed,

Flour

Bolted Meal,

Commons

A

Country Produce, Etc.

Shoes.

uew *tock of Good* ha* Juit been opened, and
we can itate to the Public that It ha* been

,

bought exprc**ly for this aeason of the year.

It is

River Street, Holland.

A negro about dying was told by his
minister that he must forgive a certain

and

Boots

Oats, Potatoes,

tradition question arc again at a deadlock.

JOSLIN & BREYMAN.

•

Bran, Corn,

on Monday evening the opinion was general that the negotiationsbetween the
United Slates and Great Britain on the ex-

Feb. 22, 1875.

Provisions,

No, never.”
will

Wo requent all of our old frlendn to come and *ee
u* In our new place and *atl*fythcm*elvcn an to
the above.

1875.

(Successors to M. P. Vissers.)

languages in the Quaker City.
In the lobby of the House of

Next

PESSINK.

26,

Welton & Akeley,

-

will never give her up.

Jewelry, and
Musical Instruments.

—

In the neighboringcities of Grand Ha-

says Victor Hugo, “was the

Mr. Mitehel on his sale. About the new can’t guess her, but

Watches, Clocks,

the Public Is

G. J. A.

Holland, Mich., Nov.

In Philadelphia they have handkerchiefs
Just as we go to press we learn that the conundrum of the eighteenth century; with Declaration of Independence printed
Grand Haven Neus was sold on yesterday woman is the conundrum of the nine- on them in French, German, and English,
for $3,000 cash; if true, we congratulate teenth century.” An editor adds, “We so that one can now blow his nose in three
proprietors we have heard nothing.

all

respectfullysolicited.

genuine ancient relic we advise our Grand River street. The proprietors claim to ven and Grand Rapids they are working
Haven friends to step into Radeke’s Cigar have new machineryby which they are like beavers to make their Fourth of July
store and ask him to sec what has been enabled to do work cheap.
celebration a grand success.
carefully preserved since 1774.

at

CIGARS & TOBACCO.

Philadel-'

and tickets are sold us

first-classset to,

Silver

Coffee and Tea will be served
hours.

trial on the indictment charg-

Jewelry and Variety Store.
Ware,
Plated Ware,

fruits.

lary bus been fixed for September 19ih.

railroads are having a

pertaining to a complete

T

Oysters by the can or dish, cove oysters,
himself an ama- sardines, lobsters, cheese and canned

ing him with complicityin the safe burg-

—

of rain, which promises a good crop on

calls

yachtsman.

Bahoock’b

doing a good business and deserve more.

—

.

REFRESHMENTS.
IT?;*

Pinkus, who gets half-seas-ov# on three

of the Latest Styles of
Gents,

Ladies,

Youths,
Misses
Akeley have bought out the
stock and trade of M. I*. Vtaaers and will continue
and waned.
CHILDREN'S WEAR.
buMnowattheold etanri. If good good* and
To show how rapidly the Second Redarkey against whom ho seemed to enter- the
low price* will continueto draw them their heavy
Onr
Intention
I* to offer these pood* »t low
A huge sturgeon, eight feet two inches tain very hitter feelings. ‘‘Yes, sab,” he trade they arc pure to retain It. A general Invitation
formed church of this place is increasing
price, and we request the trading public to call and
i« extendedto all to call and vialt the crippled ano
examine.
in numbers, we mention last Sunday as an long by actual measurement,and weigh- replied, ‘‘if'I dies I forgive dat nigga; but
tloneer.
Holland, November 11. 187*.
instance, when eleven children were chris- ing, It was said, four hundred pounds, was if I gets well, dat nigga, must take care!”
SPECIALTY,
a

Mewr* Welton

k

AND

CUSTOM WORK A

tened in the forenoon. Rev. Stewart’s brought alive to Hartford, Conn., on Satpopularity is decidedlyincreasingin this

urday,

community.

It

May 27, by the Valley

Railroad.

was caught on Saturday morning in

shad pound

at

a

John Vundenblecker, a Hollander and
farmer, of Lodi, while driving over the

Midland Railway, near RochellePaik, N.

Saybrook.

The whirlgig fashion may bring round
J., on Monday last, was struck by a locomost sudden and dazzling changes,
During the evening services in Mr. motive and instantly killed. Both of his
and the duties of the toilet may multiply Moody’s new church in Chicago Sunday
horses were killed and the wagon was
like leaves in Valambrosa,but there is before last the revivalist announced that splintered.
nothing that will make a woman stand only four thousann dollars were needed to
An ingenious Frenchman on Long Isbefore her looking-glass so long as a sun- liquidate the debt on the building. In the
land
claims to have discovered u sure
burnt nose.
collection which was afterward taken there
means of destroying the potato bugs. Mix
On Wednesday afternoon the Board of were found a gold chain, a pair of earrings one gallon of prussic acid with three
Supervisors of this County adjourned. and a
ounces of rend rock, stir well, and adminWhat has been done is not known yet, and
ister a tahlespoonful every hour and half
If you want to see something beautim

AND

BOOTS & SHOES mmm

perhaps never will

.

for we understand in the line of fish, step up to J. McVicar,
the printing has been given to the Grand
Phoenix Hotel. He has got the genuine
Haven Herald^ and that paper is hardly
brook trout on his counter, kept fresh in
be,

till

L.

HEROLD,

E.

on show

notice

Cash Paid for Hides

-AT—

the

breastpin.

done

SPRIETSMA & SON.

Holland, February

26,

1874.
-ttcl-ly

Eighth Stheet, City of Holland.

Slooter

& Higgins,

Ladies,
Have just removed to their new and capaclona
store on the corner of Flnh and 8th street, opposite
Haverkate's HardwareStore, where we will conitantly ktep on hand a full stock of

Gents,

the bug shows signs of weakening,

hen stamp on him.

Youth and

Flour, Feed, Groceries,
A German pedler sold a man a liquid
ice. This is the first brook trout we have |'or the extermination of hugs. “And
Produce.
Misses
Among our ‘centennialcuriosities’ in seen in this part of the country, and in- io w do you use it?” inquired the man,
our midst we must mention that our pho- voluntarily impresses us with the idea that ^after be had bought it. “ Ketch de bug,
Which we will sell at
and drop von little drop into his mout,”
tographer B. P. Higgins is getting up a McVicar knows how to keep a hotel, an
furnish
a
first-class
table.
answered the pedler. “ You do!” exmammoth group of pictures of all the old
Full line for the Winter trade.
settlers, with the Rev. Dr. Van Raalte as a
claimed the purchaser. “I could kill it in
The Committee on singing for the 4lh
LOW PRICES For CASH Only.
Holland, Jan. 1, 1876.
half the time by stamping on it.” “Veil,”
central figure. All the old settlersare
of July wish us Ur state that next Monday
exclaimed the German, “that is n good
hereby requestedto step up and face the
eve., a meeting will be held at Kenyon’s
vay, too.”
We will also take Butter and Eggs in Excamera.
— —
Hall, for final arrangements. All those
change for our poods. Goods will be
The Maine Supreme Court, in a recent
delivered inside of the City Limits
Boat rides, picnics and fishing parties who Intend to join will please meet there
free of charge.
are all the rage now. How delightful it that evening. T wo meetingshave already decision, held that an old statute which
inisi
would be to have a good drive along the been held and thus far not enough support authorizes overseers of the poor of towns
NO. 70,
EIGHTH STREET.
south side of Black Lake to our harbor, has been given to assure success. Some to send vagrants to the workhousesis in
CASH FOR CORN and OATS.
and have a good stopping place there, or more male voices are especially needed. conflictwith the Fourteenth amendment
known

here.

and

Wear.

-

--

J. 0.

DOESBURCf,
m

- -

nw.

Drugs,

and ill feelings be laid of the Constitutionof the United States,
which forbids any State to “depriveany
builds that would make more money than aside on such an ocassion.
person
of life, liberty or property, without
a banker or manufacturer.
We have some samples of brick in om due process of law,” or to enforce a law
a

regular summer resort. The man that Let

It is with pleasure that we can say from

all prejudices

office from the yard of Bolks

& Veene which abridges the privileges of

SLOOTER & HIGGINS.

Medicines,

Paints and- Oils

Are eold an cheap at thin Drug Store an at any
citizens other. Medicineswarrantedto be ntrlctly pnre..

CROCKERY!

made by their new pressing me of the United States.
Trusses,
Grand chine. The brick is so syioolk, flue, hurt
From ami after this date, I
Chamois Skins,
Many bells will be rung on the Fourth
Haven, is not “ busted,” as we were told, and solid that it don’t need any furthei
intend to devote to this line of
Counter, Cloth,
of July in the city of New York, but we
but is at his old business in a new place, recommendationthan to see and feel ij
trade the necessary attention,
know of only one that is older than the
Hair and
where he is rsady to treat his old friends This firm has the advantage of working
event it will commemorate. This is the
and will keep on hand a comantk customers to a good table, etc., with with the progress of the wje. Lumber is
Paint Brushes.
bell now in the steeple of the church on
plete stock of White Granite
his customary suavity of manner and lib- becoming scarcer every, tear and brick
All the leading Patent Medicines In the market.
Forty
eighth street and Fifth avenue. It
erality of heart.
buildings are becoming okeaper by lower
A lull Stock of the very best Perfumery sold In and C. C. Ware.
originally hung in the cupola of the old bottle or by measure.
rates of insurance,besiae^all the other
liberal deduction to
One of Grand Haven’s prominent citiJ. O. DOESBURG.
Middle Dutch Church imAlassau street,
advantagesit has that bock ^uildings o'-e
zens, Mr. F. Shippey, aged 58 years, had
Holland,Mich., July 80, 1875.
those who buy sets or in large
last used ns a post-office. ^During the Rebecoming fashionable.
his left leg amputated by the skillful hand
volution it was secreted far away in the
quantities.
of Dr. A. VunderVeen, on Monday last.
On Thursday evening the proprietors of country, and restored only after the British Nathan Kenyon, Banker.
Rockingham
Yellow
HOLLAND, MICH.,
At last accounts the patient was doing the Plugger Mills made complaint that evacuationin November,1783.
well. This able surgeon is making an Mill street, leading from 8th to 7th, was
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Col- Ware in large supplies.
In h letter to The Advance a correspon- lection bnainesa. Colieciions made on all points
a J. vIarwerk.
enviable reputation for himself very fast, afloat. The abundance of rain and consein the United State, and Enrope. Partlcniar attenHolland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.
dent says: “Nothing else io English life tion paid to the collectiohaof Banka and Banker*.
and we cannot but congratulatethe citi- quential rise of water in that swamp made
has surprised me so much aa the preva- Remittances made on day of payment.All bnai>
zens of Grand Haven in possessing such a
nesa entrustedto me sbaU have prompt attenit entirely impassable, and something had
lence of drinking habits among all classes.
successful practitioner.
to be done. The Chairman of the com!
I expected to find a good deal of drunkenOur Fourth of July is beginning to mittee of Streets, Roads and Bridges, to- ness in Scotland.But I do not aee that aold at my offlfe.
105 tf
N. KENYON.
gether with the Mayor, proceededto make
loom up. The different committees ere
England does much better. Beer or wine,
a personal investigation, and ordered the
busy as bees, prominent among which we
if not brandy or whiskey, will be found on
necessary repairs as far as ths city was imwill mention the committee on finance,
the dinner tabic of even the most Christian
plicatedwith commendable spirit; the
who have the hardest work to accomplish
families. I should say that the mini8ter8,
THE WELL KNOWN
Oil.
remainder of that road being mill proper
the desired end, but we can assure our
homes in Great Britain, from which all
ty, is being repaired by its proprietors.
BY TUB GALLON, Al
resders that it is in good hands. Mr. K.
these are excluded, are as rare as the
We hope the citizens of the west part of
Schaddelee is eminently fitted for the diffiministers’ homes in the United States to
Of this place, has added U> Me splendid Wooden
J. O. DOESBURG.
this city will acknowledge the fairness and
Pnmp the Iron Drive Well Pomp, and la ready to
cult task, and we hope that all who poswhich any of them are admitted.”
Holland,
July 7, 1875.
fornish all and evervbodvwith all kinds of Pomps:
alacrity with which those city officials
Force Pomp*, Robber Hose, Urge Iron Yeeeel
personal observationthat Mr. Ed. Killean, klaasen,
the popular landlord of the city of

A

-

-

and

i

Something New

PTUR/E

P. H. Wilms,

Golden Machine

PUMP MANUFACTURER

sibly can will extend tbeir aid this

time—

responded to the

call for help.

Go to the Picture tent on the corner of
Eighth and River streets and judge for

Pnmpe. Pony Engine Pumps, and anything in the
line of Pnmp* Dom a •mall Basket Hand-Pomp# op
or
to a Steam Fire Engine.
present generation will never be called
yourself if these pictures are not excellent
He can also1 put
put down Drive well points on wood
If you want some excellent Imported or and cheap. Large 8x10 pictures with walafeh
upon again to donate to a Centennial celeOwing
to ill-healthI offer for sale or to rent the on jjijj^Mlsan improvement on both iron
Domestic Perfumeries,by the measure or nut frame for $1.00. Small pictures from
t pumps— on Iren pumps
ifitna House, in the City of Holland. Proposals
bration.
bottle, go to J. O. Doesburg.s Drug Store.
he water pnmp* easier si
•is
cxchanga for
-----• other
property will also be enter25c. to $1.25 per doz. We gutrsuteesatis- to exchange

for it is more than probable that the

F0F SALE

*

faction to all who visit our tent. ' Old picThe cheapest place in town for Bread
Why do they go to the City Bakery for tures copied, enlarged and made new, at
Pies and Cakes and ten different kinds of the best Raisins? Because they always
one-half the usual price. Baby pictures a
Crackers at Pessink’s old stand.
] keep the very best.
specialty.

RENT.

TO

..

.....

tained.
For forth er^nformationapply to
P.

ZAL8MAN.
Holland, Mich.

Oct. 15 1875.

the water.
Dullness place on River Street, between Tenth
and Eleventh street, Holland. Mich.

A NOVEL.

“Well, I

toluir

l’

—

Moonlightevonings — shady grove
Two young people much In love ;
Heroine with great wealth endowed,
Hero handsome, poor and proud.
Truth eternal— hearts united—

Vowa

of

,

tou

Morning in the east looks ruddy ;
Scene, young lady’s father'sstudy.
Hero, with hat in hand,
Comes, her ditto to demand ;
Angry parent storms -abases,
And at once consent refuses.
Maiden faints beneath the blow—
Mother intercede*- no go;

Ehrleks— hysterics— protestations,
Mixed with old man's execrations,
Exit
.
it lo
lover midst the din—
Ugly rival entersin.

von. in.

Time— a moonlight night once more,
ide the lady’s
lady’sdoor
'
Beene— outside
;
Lover, with half broken heart,
Swears he’d rather die than part.
Garden— flowers—umbrageous shade—
Manly accents- serenade.
Chamber window opens wide—
Debut of expectant bride ;
Little dog most kindly mute—
Tears— rope-ladder—flight— pursuit—
Gallant steed— too late— night’s screen—
Triumph-marriage— Gretna Green,
Old man’s rage— disownsforever—
Ugly rival— scarletfever.

VOL. IT
Old man sickly— sends for child—
All forgiven— reconciled.

Young man making money fast—
Old man's blessing dies at last—
Youthfulcouple prove probate—
Get the money— live In state—
Family mansion- jewels- plate.
Mother's wishes crowned with Joy,
Doctor— nurses— little boy ;
Time
her ties endure—
... proceeds—
£
Olive branches year by year.
Blessings ou the good attendGeneral gladness— moral end.

AN AMERICAN SINUER.
*I«r Straggles and Triumphs— The Life and
Adventures of Emma Abbott.

In 1854, a poor music teacher, with a
face, sat in the Peoria, 111., depot
consoling a sick wife and a group of
restless children. The father, hoping
to better his condition, had left the busy
city of Chicago and brought his little
__
*A1 V •
flock of helpless children with him.
Among tne
the children was a little, bright
four-year old girl. They called her Emma. The little thing, surroundedby
poverty, sang and hummed and prattled, for, like her father, she was fond of
music. The poor music teacher moved
into a little wooden house on the hill,
and, after a while, Providence put
enough pupils in his way to keep poverty from his door. At night Mr. Abbott
came home tired and discouraged, but
the warblings and happy chatter of little Emma cheered him up. From her
earliest infancy the little child had taken
intense delight in music. A song or an
organ in the street would draw the little
thing hungry from the table. A touch
on a guitar would set her in ecstasy. At
the age of six little Emma had dreams of
einging in public. At six she was constantly singing about the house,
catching every time she heard her father
play, and at nine, to the surprise of
everybody, she began to play the guitar
herself. She became so proficient with
the guitar, and created so much talk
among the neighbors, that her father
thought he would better his circumstances by bringing her out with her little brother George in a concert in Peona.
The mgl
niffht came. The little
thing, not much taller than her guitar"
amazed and delightedthe audience. Her
debut was so successful that her father
resolved to take her ou a concert tour.
This he did, and the child singer appeared hundreds of times before delighted country audiences before she was
----A A Al. . _
r i
thirteen years old. At the age of thirteen little Emma was invited to visit
some school friends at Mount Pulaski,
not a great way from Peoria. While
there, knowing the poverty of her father
and wishing to surprise him with money
earned entirely by herself, she resolved
to get np a concert “ on her own hook.”
She went to the Pulaski printingoffice
in short dresses,got trusted for her
own handbills, and then went and
posted them around town herself. On
one of these handbillsnow before me is

1

__

_

printed

i

•

:

Miss Abbott will sing

“

The Merry

chorus I
pThe little girl didn’t know what a
chorus meant, but it looked nice, and so
she had it put on the bill She drew
quite a house; took $10, and took $7
home to her mother. Her father now
becoming sick and discouraged,little
Emma wont down to Lincoln, sang in a
school house, and then came home to
give guitar lessons at twenty cents per
leeson to pay her own tuition in a select
sdiool. At fifteen little Emma secured
a class of twenty poor children, qho
came to recite at her mother’s house.
0«i Sundays she sang in the Hebrew
mugogue— a kind old rabbi, Marx
lioees,
’
losee, tei
teaching
her to pronounce in
Hebrew and German.
The spring of her sixteenthbirthday
frond Emma’s father poorer thou ever
•

Swiss

.

my

child,

xj

changeless passion plighted;
Kieses—quarrels— sighs -caresses,
Maiden yieldsone of her treeees.|
Obstacles to be surmounted,
Happy hours pass by uncounted ;
Ugly rival, old and stale,
Overhearsthe tender tale.

:

I But,

night, putting up at the Washington $1,500 a year quickly followed. Sunday
house. The next night she paid her last after Sunday that great congregation
yours.”
money for a ticket to the opera ; but, was melted by Miss Abbott’s magic
“ But I don’t think that any of them to her great disappointment, Parepa did
u ****
v9
1&A14 voice. Triumph after triumph came,
need it as bad as I do,” said Emma.
not sing. She finallyheard Parepa at but still beyond she hoped for more.
11 No, and you are the smartest-lookin’
Steinway hall, but never succeeded in She longed for fame— for recognition.
one in the whole lot, and as plucky as meeting her face to face.
One day (March 1, 1872) a rich busiJulius Ciesar. Have you got your cerFailiug to interest any one in her voice ness man, whose heart was bigger than
tificate ?”
in New York, and solicitous for the wel- his pocket-book— Mr. John T. Daly,
“ No, sir,” faltered Emma.
fare of her father and mother, Miss Ab- who afterwardbuilt the Windsor hotel“Well, my girl, if you’ve walked nine
bott resolved to return to the West. sat down in his office and wrote a little
miles througn this mud and slush you’ll
What could she do? She was out of note to Miss Abbott. It was short, but
do to teach school for me. Sit up and
“oi;ey.
no friend, except her sweet, it was worthy of Mr. Daly, who was alhave some dinner !”
bird-like voice. Many a time this voice ways doing princely things, and it filled
Emma began tiie school the next week, had been her salvation before. It had her heart with a flood of joy. Mr. Daly
won the respect of the parents and the
opened stony hearts. So, borrowing $15 told her how he admired her talent and
love of the children, and in four months
from a lady in the hotel, our little wan- respected her pluck, and that if she
took $40 back to her mother in Peoria.
derer started for the West. Her money wished to go to Milan and stmdy he
After school closed, Emma, assisted
took her to Monroe, Mich., where she would furnish her the money.
declare

there are fifteen applications in ahead of

ro>r_iuuD in nvi mimjtm.

Girl, ” a

*

Lefore, and the little woman, to
help t her mother, tried to secure
clerkship in a store, but faded.
She saw her father sick and discouraged,her mother sick, and brothcn and sisters hungry. In the midst of
her great distress she heard of a school
nine miles ffom Peoria which needed a

teacher. Thither she went on foot
through the mud and slush. She found
the principaltrustee, a kind old man, at
dinner.
“ What do yen want, my little woman ?” asked the old farmer, as he laid
down his knife and fork to survey our
little heroine.

“I live in Peoria, sir, and I’ve
tndked— — ”
w What 1 walked, child ? w-a-l-k-e-d !”
interruptedthe old man in astonish“ Yes, sir; and I want to teach your

by her father, gave her first large concert
in Peoria. Quite a number of amateurs
assisted her, Souse hall was filled,the
people cheefd, and her poor father and
mother received$100. This was all used
by her father and mother, except $3.
With this amount in her hand, sue left
her father sick at home and started for
Rock Island, to visit a young lady friend
who thought she might get up a concert
in Rock Island. She found her young
lady friend absent and her money dwindled to twenty cents.
“ What shall I do?” she said to herself, almost disheartened. Then a new
thought seized her. She remembered
her father had once taught music in a
family of the name of Deer, who lived
over the Mississippi river in Moline.
“Mr. Deer will surely help me,” she
said, “and I will get up a concert there.”
Ten cents took Emma to Moline, but
Mr. Deer was absent. Mrs. Deer, a
crotchety-faced old woman, was very
cross. She looked iusinuatingly at
Emma, and said:
“I don’t know what a pretty young
woman like you wants of my husband.
I guess ho hain’t got no time to fool
away getting up concerts.”
J ust then Miss Abbott spied the piano,
and asked if she might play something. In
a moment she was warblinga sweet song.
The old woman listened, then dropped
her dishes, wiped her hands on her
apron, and came and looked over her
glasses in astonishment.Just then Mr.
Deer entered.
“ By J ove, Matilda, that’s nice singin’, ”
he exclaimed. “Who’s doin’ it ?”
“My name is Emma— Emma Abbott,
sir. Father used to teach
”

-

**

A

hazarded everything in advertising three
concerts. The nights were stormy, and
she lost all her money. She could not
pay her hotel bill, and the unfeeling
landlordheld on to her guitar. With
tears in her eyes she left it, and went on
to the next town, where siie sang in an
ioe cream saloon, making money enough
to go back and redeem her guitar. This
was one of the most dismal episodes in
Miss Abbott’s life. So discouraged was
she that when a theatrical troupe came
along she was glad to join it for seventy
nights, to sing in Iowa, Kansas, and
even out among the Nebraska Indians,
sending the proceeds to her mother.
Ambitious of success she now tried,
with poor luok, three concerts alone in
Milwaukee and Chicago. The people
had never heard of her wonderful voice,
and they would uot come out to hear
one young lady sing.
Her ill success in Chicago aud Milwaukee induced her to try the provincial towns again, so little Emma started
for Plymouth, Ind., where she adver•

tised to sing in the parlors of the

United

The

audience was small,
and she had to pawn her guitar for $2.50
to pay her hotel bill. She also pawned
her concert dress, the only nice drees
she had, to get money enough to go to
Fort Wayne, Ind., a few miles beyond,
where she advertised for another concert.
The concert was in the parlor of the
Evelin House, and having no guitar, she
;ed the clerk in the music store to
play her accompaniments. The few who
came were delighted, and her receipts
were $18. With this she went back to
States hotel.

Plymouth, redeemed her guitar and
dress, and sent $5 to her mother.

“Thunder, yes! I remember Mr.

With bad luck all around her, and the
future almost hopeless, Miss Abbott
now almost gave up in despair. Then
the thought that her poor mother and
sisters depended upon her impelled her
to make one more effort.

Abbott; but what are you doin’ here?
What
”
“Well, pa and ma are very poor now,
and I’ve come here to see if you’d help
me get up a concert.”
“Help you? Why, of course I will.
You shall have our church. You’re a
brave girl, and we’ll get you up a big
house.”
And she did have it. She got her
bills printed, went around personally
and announced the concert in the
schools, and the house was crowded.

-

“

I will go to Toledo,” she said,

“and

rest.”

make one more

effort

and trust in Provi-

to go, ’’said Miss Abbott,
the writer talked with her, her
eyes all the time beaming with gratitude. “ It is the hope of my life, but I
do not wish to receive so much from one
person. If the whole congregation will
interest themselves in me how gladly I
will go.”
“Very well,” said t leading member,
Mrs. George Luke, ou the morning of
March 20, “I will give $1,000 toward
it.” Then Mrs. George Hoffman gave
$500, Mr. C. P. Huntingtou 8500, Mr.
John Q. Hoyt $500, Mr. E. L. A.
Wether ell $500, Mr. A. J. Johnson
$200, some others $100 each, aud Mr.
Daly made up the rest, all payable to the
order of Mr. D. D. T. Marshall.

“1 want

when

Naval Engagement on the Ohio-Two
Men Killed.
Om immunity was shocked, last
evening at the intelligenceof the killUnited States Marshal, of this city, at
Maysville, yesterday afternoon. Maj.
Harrington on Friday last, received instructions from the clerk of the United
States court at LouisviUe, directing him
to seize the towboat Kate Dickson on
account of some suit brought against
her in that city, process in pursuance of
which she was attempting to evade.
When these instructionswere received
the boat was lyin^ at the Oincinnati
wharf, and outside the jurisdiction of

the Kentucky Federal court. She remained there until about daylight yesterday morning, Maj. Harrington in the
meanwhillekeeping close watch ou her
movements,
i, when she
le departed up the
river.

Maj. Harrington, who had chartered
the steamer Champion No. 8 for the
purpose, immediately started in pursuit,
with Michael Fitzpatrickand oue or two
others of this city, whose names we are
unable to ascertain, as a posse to aid, if
necessary,the enforcementof the process. It would appear that the towboat
was overtaken at Maysville.
The Champion went up alongside the
Kate Dickson, while the latter was tying
up at a wharf. Maj. Harrington, on the
Champion, was brought face to face
with Taylor’s son, on the Dickson.
Ou Saturday morning, May 20, 1772, Young Taylor asked, “Who are you;
a great crowd of friends with bouquets what do you want, anyway ?” Hiyringand benedictions thronged the city of ton answered, “I am a United States
Paris to bid God speed to Miss Emma Marshal, from Covington. My name is
A. Abbott on her journey across the At- Harrington. I have come up to take
lantic to Milan.
this boat, and arrest Capt. Taylor.
On Miss Abbott’s arrival in Milan, Where is tho;Captoin ? ”
Lamperti pronounced her voice a marvel.
Young Tayl°r_ made some reply, bu
Nara, to whom Stanley recommended at that instant Harrington caught
?ht sigh
siirh
her, after hearing her smg from “Mig- of Capt. Taylor, who was at Uis state
non,” said, “ You must quit the music of room window looking down at him, and
Ambroise Thomas and take the grand in the act of aiming at him a shot-gun
scr.res of the masters.”
double-barrel,some reports say. WithSan Giovanni finallybecame Miss Ab- out a word Taylor fired at Harringtona
bott’s teacher. Losing her health, she load of buck-shot,which penetrated his
took a trip to the Mediteranneanand left side, some of them entering his
back to Paris, where one day she was heart. Harrington fell back into the
invited to the palace of the Rothschilds arms of one of his men, and died almost
by tlie baroness, who was so enraptured instantly. Taylor immediately appeared
by her sweet voice that she embraced her at the guards with a revolver. Four
and became her bosom friend. The shots were fired at him instantly, one of
venerable Bolandi, the favorite instruc- which passed through his heart, it is

—

Mahbran, offered to instruct Miss supposed, for his death was as instantaAbbott in Paris, but Delle Sedie, to neous as Harriugtou’s.— C'iucmnafi
whom Nilsson recommended her, finally Commercial
became her teacher.When he heard her
A California Fruit Farm.
sing he exclaimed, “Mademoiselle, you
will yet have the world at your feet,”
In Santa Barbara county, California,
and Wartel, the distinguishedFrench there is an immense farm of 2,000 acres,
teacher, said, “ When she is finished she owned by Mr. El wood Cooper. He has
tor of

will be without a rival in the world.”

in prospect a small fortune from his nut-

bearing and fruit trees. He has 12,500
almond-treesthree years old, also 3,500
walnut-trees from oue to three years old;
these will begin to bear in about five
charmaute — char man te
Then
all Paris became wild about the years. Of the olive he has 4,000 trees,
ence, though enthusiastic, did not pay
wandering child from Peoria. Adalina and will plant out 1,000 cuttings this
The next night Miss Abbott sang xpenses, but the chivalrous landlord Patti invited her to her villa, and when season. Of the domestic fruits he has a
Bins
refused
to take her guitar.
again, and at the end of a week she relarge orchard. Ho has a warm, shel“No, sir !” said he, forgetting that ho she sang an aria Patti folded her in her
turned to Peoria with $60 in cash.
arms
and
said : “ I love you because you tered nook in a canon in the foot-hills,
When she showed her money, her was addressing a young lady, “ George love your art, and I see you will become just large enough for 1,000 lemou- trees,
astonished mother held up her hands, Brown ain’t going to take no young lady’s great.”
which will be planted the coming season.
and, with joy and sadness in strange guitar — and mor’n that, you can stay and
Mr. Cooper will go to Sicily this fall
Then
Miss
Abbott’s
fame
went
beyond
try it again!”
combination, exclaimed :
Paris—
to London and St. Petersburg. and procure the pure and unadulterated
Tilings now looked dismal enough.
“ Oh, Emma, I hope you haven’t been
Sicily lemons, the best known to comHer
splendid courage began to give out. When Frauchi, the renowned impressarobbing somebody ”
merce.
Of forest trees he has 60,000 of
rio of St. Petersburgh, heard her sing
Little Emma was now past sixteen Behind her Rhe saw nothing but a three with Patti he offered her a big price to ihe Eucalyptus globulus and 10,000 Euyears old. She saw her father and years’ struggle with poverty. The fu- goto Russia, and Patti said: “Come, calyptus rostrata, or red gums. He has
mother getting poorer every day. She ture looked as black as midnight. The my child, with me, and I will be in a box a large number of the Yarrah, a variety
knew she had talents, but she had no kindness of George Brown brought tears to applaud your debut and throw you of the Eucalvpti.This tree, unlike the
one to bring them out. Her father was to her eyes, but after it came the dread- your first bouquet.” But she chose to others named, is of a slow growth, but a
too feeble to help her. So she started ful thought of —suicide. The idea of fail- stay and study with Wartel in Paris. much more durable quality of timber.
ure in the scheme of her life was dreadon a concert tour through Illinois
One day Wartel interrupted her singing When the orchards of nut- bearing trees
all alone, accompanied by her faithful ful. That day little Emma went, with a by exclaiming: “ C’est maguifique ! You come into full bearing,100 men will be
guitar. Arriving in a town she would bursting heart and looked off the great sing like an angel, little one. You will required the year round to cultivate,
announce her concert in the schools, Toledo pier, and the thought of jumping be the glory of America !”
gather, and prepare the fruit for market.
sometimes with poor success, sometimes off struggled in her bosom. Sadly she
A
few
days
ago
I
picked
up
the
Sun
successfully ; but she was always hope- turned away. Howe was gone, but she
At our request Cragin & Co., of Philaand read this cable dispatch, Mr. Gye,
Pa., --have
to send any
ful. She always sent home all the thought of her mother, and love for the renowned Covent Garden impressa- delphia, ---~ promised
------of our readers gratis (ou receipt of fifteen
money she did not need to use. At her still buoyed her up.
rio, having introduced our sweet Peoria
,1,
Returning to the Oliver house, she
cents to pay postage)a sample of DobJoliet a Chicago opera troupe came up
warbler to the .most critical court audicaught
a
glimpse
of
Clara
Louise
Kelbins’ Electric Soap to try. Send at once.
behind her, saw her bills and heard such
ence of England:
praises from the people that they en- logg, then in the zenith of her fame, but
“ Miss Emma Abbott made a very sucAccoiiding to the new directory, San
gaged her to ring with them for seventy- in a moment she was gone. She disapcessful debut as Daughter of the Regipeared,
with
a
piece
of
music,
in
the
Francisco
has now a population of 272,five nights through Illinois,Indiana and
ment at Covent Garden to-night. Though 345 souls, a gain of 42,000 during the
Oliver
house.
Following
after,
little
Michigan, where the troupe broke up
Emma encountered Miss Kellogg’s maid. her acting leaves something to be de- last year.
and left her out of money.
“ Oh, I do want to see Miss Kellogg sired, she possesses a voice of great
The next town was Grand Haven. Oat
SpecialtiesIn Medicine.
power and purity, and is almost perfect
of money and 200 miles from home, she so much!” she exclaimed to Petrilla.
[From the Toledo Blade.]
in her rendering of the character. She
We publish on our eighth page a lengthy
determined to give one more concert “ Oh, can’t I see her?”
was
twice recalled after the first act.”
“ She’s just gone in to dinner with her
article describing the system of the noted
alone and raise money enough to take
And when the big-heartedChristians specialist,Dr. R. V. Piorce, of Buffalo,N. Y.,
mother,
but
she
will
be
out
in
a
moher home. Poor, friendlessand disin New York read tins paragraph — they in which he sets forth with considerableforce
couraged, it was to be her last effort. ment,” answered Miss Kellogg’smaid.
who, remembering onr Savior, put their and clearness his reasons for devoting his
In
a
few
minutes
Miss
Kellogg
came
The audience came late, and among
arms
around this toiling woman and whole time and attention to a single department of medicine -the treatment of lingering
them was a kind-hearted railroad man, out with her mother.
“ I’m Miss Abbott,” said little Emma, helped her up— when they read of her chronicdiseases. The same article also takes
who listened with enthusiasm.
final triumph they said, “Verily, it is up the subjects of diagnosis,methods of conMy child, you have the voice of an half frightened, “and I do wish to see more blessed to give than to receive,” sultation and treatment,etc., and will be found
you
so
much
!”
angel!
si !” he said. “ You must go to New
to contain many valuablehints to the invalid.
“ Never mind, come in. What can I and all the world responded, “ Of such Dr. Pierce is the author of a work which has
York.”
is the kingdom of heaven !”
do for you !” asked the kind-heartedMiss
already attained a large circulation- ” The
“ But I have no money.”
And when little Emma shall one day People’s Cemmon Sense Medical Adviser"—
Kellogg.
“ Well, I will give you a pass to De“I want you to try my voice. I clo stand in our Academy of Music, like containing some nine hundred numerously-,
troit From there you can sing through
illustrated pages, and devoted to medicine m
think I can sing, and if you only say so Nilsson and Titiens and Lucca, her silall its branches,a work well calculatedfor the
Canada to the Falls, and some way get
I shall be sure,” said little Emma, look- ver voice filling the air like a choir of guidfluce and In- traction of the people at
to New York. Trust in Providence, and
angels, or hushing the audience by a
ing up pleadingly with her clear blue eyres
large, and which may be had for tl.50 (postgo and see Parepa. She is in New York.
“ Wh^, certainly, my child,” said Miiss holy repose, then the Church of the Di- paid) by addressing the author. Dr. Pierce
She’ll help you.”
vine Paternity will strew the first bou- has now been before the general public long
Kellogg’s mother, who gotnp and opened
With thanks for the advice, and sanenough to enable the formation of a careful
the piano, but seeing little Emma’s quets at the feet of her who, loving both estimateof the efficiency treatment and
guine with hope, little Emma landed the
the
church
aud
the
drama,
improves
all
shabby dress and wild, sad look, she
his medicines,and the verdict, we are glad to
next day in Detroit, and then crossed
know, has been universally favorableto both.
held up her hands and exclaimed: the gifte which God has given her.
over to Canada. Contrary to her san‘ Why, Louise, wkere has this poor child
guine expectations,she found Canada a
Habitual constipation leads to the
been wandering ?”
Wonders of Science.
followingresults : Inflammationof the kidpoor place for her. She stopped at sevIn a moment Miss Abbott was singing
Some marvels of human ingenuity neys, sick and nervous headache,biliousuees,
eral towns, but hard luok stared at her
one of her beautiful ballads, full of na- may be seen at the London Scientific dyspepsia,indigestion,piles, loss of appetite
everywhere. Many times she walked,
tive sweetness and pathos. As her mag- Exhibition.Thus, a machine, loaned and strength ; all of which may be avoided by
hungry, from place to place, and once,
being regularin your habits, and taking, say
ical voice touched those high, clear notes by Sir W. Armstrong, the great gunto raise money, she cut off her hair and
one of Parsons'Purgative Pills nightly for
which -----have ------since astonished
-~ned the kinm
kings maker, measures thickness up to the four or six weeks.
sold it. Music was her love, and she
and princes of Europe, Miss Kellogg’s one-thousandth part of an inch, and anforgot every discomfort in the midst of
mother sat in mute wonder. The ears other, on the same principle, to the oneChapped hands, face, pimples, ringof her beautiful songs.
of the good mother of the grqgt singer millionth pari The dehcate balance of worm, saltrkeum, and other cutaneous affecOnce she froze her feet and sang while seemed to feast on the clear, sweet
tions cured, and rough skin made soft and
Mr. Oertling carries 3,000 grains, and
smooth, by using Juniper Tar Soap. Be carethey ached with the intense pai& which
strains ; then she bnrst out enthusiastic- turhs distinctly with the one-thousandth
ful to get only that made by Caswell,Hazard
follows. The applause of the audience ally
part of a single grain. Among the his- A Co., New York, as there are many imitations
overcame hunger, . sorrow and even the
“Louise ! Louise ? Do you hear that torical instruments is the chronometer made with common tar, all of which are worthpains of frozen feet. Her one intense voice— how clear—
break there! sent by the Royal United Service Insti- less.
desire was to get to New York and see That s the voice for me !” tution, which was twice carried out by
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment may be
Parepa. On sue was wafted toward the
That night Mis Kellogg kindly gave Capt Cooke, aud again by Capt Oaligh used to advantage where any linimentis desirbig city. At Lyons, in Wayne county,
Miss Abbott a letter to Errani, a singing in 1787. When the crew of the Bounty able. In cases of severe cramps and pains in
her money gave out, and she stopped to
teacher in New York, and money enough mutinied, this veteran timekeeper was the stomach, it is undoubtedly the best article
sing in a school house. All day long
that can be used internally.
pursue her studies for for two years.
carried to Pitcairn’s Island by the mutishe went without food. She actually
With tears in her eyes, little Emma neers, and sold by Adams in 1808 to an
Shallenbbrobb’sAgue Pills do not
sang when faint and hungry. With the thanked her benefactor— the singing anAmerican
captain who tonched there. sicken the stomach or aot on the bowels. One
proceeds she bought a good supper, and gel sent by the Lord to lead her out of
He sold it in Chili, and in 1840 it was dose stops the chills,and vigorous health folcontinued on her way to New York.
captivity. Then she came to New York. bought at Valparaiso by Sir Thomas lows. Nothing in them to injnre an infant.
Tlx 'EM
—
-n
AA hnma
home of
at Dr. Elder’s, two years with Herbert, taken to China by him, and
Fob general debility the good effects
Errani, and an engagement to> sing in finally brought back to England in the
of the Yegetine are realized immediatelv after
Dr. Chapin’s Fifth Avenue cihurch at Blenheim.
commencing to take it
deuce for the

Madame
La Grange said
------------- :_ “ My

child,
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Dr. WiLHOPr’s Anti-Periodic or Feyeb and Aouk Tonic !— Wilhoft’s Tonio haa establisheditself as the real iufallibleChill cure.
It is universally admitted to be the only reliable and harmlees Chill medicine now "in use.
Its efficacyis confirmed by thousands of certificates of the very best people from all parts of
the country. It cures malariousdiseases of
every type, from the shaking agues of the lakes
and valleys to the raging fevers of the torrid
zone. Try it ! It has never been known to
fail. G. H Finlay & Co., iProprietors, New
Orleans.
For sale by all Druogists.

JJr.Scnenck’iruimonicsyrup, se» weea
Tonic and Mandrake Pills.— TheM medicines
have undoubtedlyperformed more cures of Consumption

UNEQUALLED OFFER— A MONTH’S AMMUNITION FREE!

ofModemChemistry.

The Wonders

Sarssiiarlafl§[lts Associates.
Changes as Seen and Felt ns They Dally
Oecar after Uiing a Few Doses of

DR.

Mate

of tie

RADWAT’S
t

Sew "BUPPALO BUI."

7 Slot Revolver.
Calibre.

including 100 Cartridges^
We warrant every Revolver full ^
Nickel plated (equal
to silver^
(equi

SareaparilliaiT

in appearance and
ana1wear)

4-

.

best Englia]
hglish steel
barrel and cylinder,equal in shooting

Resolvent,

.

tad accuracy to aay Revolver
made, aa over aooo testimonials on file in our

THE GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.

office will

than any other remedy known to the Americanpublic.

1. Good spirits,disappearanceof weakness, languor
melancholy ; Increaseand hardnoss of fleah and mui
des, etc.
tain nothingwhich can be Injurious to the human con2. Strength Increases, appetite Improves, relish for
food, no more sour eructationsor waterbrasK good distitution.Other remedies advertisedaa cures for Con* gestion, calm and undisturbed sleep, awakeu .reah and
sumption probably contain opium, which is s somewhat vigorous.
a. Disappearanceof spots, blotches,pimples;the skin
dangerous drug in all cases, and If taken freely by con- looks clear and healthy, the urine changed from its turbid and cloudy appearance to a elear sherry or amber
sumptive patients, it must do great Injury ; for Its tend' color; water passes freely from the bladder through the
ency is to confine the morbid matter In the system, urethrawithout pain or scalding , littleor no sediment
no pain or weakness.
which,of coarse, mast make a cure Impoaalble.
Hchenck’s
4. Marked diminution of quantity and frequency ol
Pulmonic Syrup la warranted not to containa particle of involuntaryweakening discharges(if afflicted that way),
with certainty of permanentcure. Increased strength
opium ; It Is composed of powerful but harmless herbs, exhibitedin the secretingglands, and functionalharmony restored to the several organa
which act on the langs, liver,etomach and blood, and
5- Yellow tinge on tne white of the eyes, and the swarthus correct all morbid eocretioni, and expel all the dla- thy, saffronappearance of the akin cnanged-toi
hvelyand healthycolor.
eased matter from the body. Theee are the only meant
6 Those sufferingfrom weak or ulcerated In .. „
by which Consumption can be cured, aud aa Schenck's tubercleswill realize great benefit In expectorating
Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed Tonio and Mandrake Pills freely the tough phlegm or mucous from the lungs, air
cells, bronchi or windpipe,throat or head ; diminishing
are the only medicines which operatein thla way, It la of the frequencyof cough ; generalIncrease of strength
obvious they are the only genuine cure for Pulmonary throughout the system ; stoppage of night sweats and
Consumption.Bach bottle of this Invaluablemedicine pains and feeling ef weaknessaround the ankles, legs,
shoulders,etc. ; cessation of cold and chills,setfie of
p accompaniedby full dlrectlona.Dr. Sohenokit pro- suffocation ;hard breathingand paroxysms of cooghon
fessionally at his principal offloe, comer Sixth and Arch lying down or arising In the morning.Ail these distressStreets,Philadelphia,every Monday, where all letters ing symptoms graduallyand surely disappear.
7. As day after day the
la
for advice muet be addressed.
taken, new signs of returning health will appear ; as the
blood improves In strength and purity, disease will diminish, and all foreign and impure deposits, nodes,
tumors,cancers,hard lumps, etc.,be resolvedsway and
the unsound made sound and healthy; ulcers, fever
sores, syphilitic sores, chronic skin diseasesgradually
FANCY CARDS, new etylee,with name, 10s, disappear.
8. In cases where the system has been salivated, and
Oil t) postpaid. J.B. HcsTED,Ifamu,Renu.Oo.,IfY.
Mercury. Quicksilver,Corrosive gubUmatt ;(the principal constituent
in the advertisedSarsspaitlas, associat8m*pUt and 0%tJU /res. ed in some cases with Hyd. of Potaaaa)nav > accumulatvf Better
A. COULTER A 00., Ohloags. ed and become deposited In the bones, joints, etc.,
causing cariesof the bones, rickets, splm I curvatures!
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They are compoundedof vegetableIngredients, and con-
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WESTERN GUN WORKS,

69 Dearborn St, Chicago,
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CUT OFF CERTIFICATE BELOW AND RETURN WITH

WESTERN GUN WORKS PREMIUM OERTHTOATE.
A

8ARHAPAKILLIAN

Bojk

$3.00

UHKo, 0V Dearborn St, CHICAGO, and you will receive the EXTRA
Premium Box of Long Range Target Cartridges.Remit by Money Order, Registered letter.
Bank Draft, or Express, at our risk.

__________

YOUR
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-

Town,

resolveaway _____ __
exterminatethe virus of the diseasefrom the
system.
Profitable. Pleasant work ; hundreds now em9. If those who are taking these medlctneafor the cure
ployed, hundred, more wanted.M. N. Lovell. Brie, Pa.
of Chronic, Scrofulousor Syphilitic diseases, however
slow
may be the cure “ feel better,” and find their genQ K CARDS, 8 Tints, Name neatly printed, sent for
IQcts. AdvertiserSteam Prow, Waterford,N.Y. eral health Improving,their flesh and weight Increasing
or even keeping Its own, It Is a Bare sign that the care la
progressing. In these diseasesthe patienteither gets
to $20
bettor or woree-tbe virus of the disease Is not Inactive
If not arrestedand driven from the blood, It will spread
and continue to underminethe constitution.As soon
as the
makes the patient
“feel better,” every hour you will grow better and Insrease In health, strengthand flesh.
Extra Fine
CARDS, with name,
The groat power of this remedy is In diseasesthat
10 cents, postpaid. L. Jonxs A Co., Nassau,N.Y.
threaten death— as In Consumptionof the Lungs and
Tuberculous Phthisis,Scrofula, Syphiloid Diseases,
Wasting, Degeneration,and Ulcerationof the Kidneys,
ILL. CATALOGUE OF ARTICLES FOR
Diabetes, Stoppage of Water (Instantaneous
relief af.
Free. BOSTON NOVELTY CO., Mass.
I
fordedwhere cathetershave to be used, thus doing away
with the painful operationof using those instruments),
I One or two good men In every eonnty. dissolving stone In the bladder, and in all cases of Insvnil I CU • Large salary to the right men.’ Par. flammation of the Bladder and Kidneys, la Chronb
Uculare free. Variety MxNur’o Co., Cincinnati,O.
cases of Leuoorrhea and Uterine disease!.
In tumors, nodes,hard lumps and syphiloid ulcere;b
can be made without cost or risk. dropsy and venereal sore threat, ulcers, and In tubercle
Combination forming.Particularsfree. Address of the lungs; In gout, dyspepsia,rheumatism, rickets
In mercurial deposits—It la In theee terrible forms o
>. BURGES, Manager, Rawlins City, Wyoming.
disease, where the human body has become a complet
wreck, and where every hour of existenceis torture
wherein this great remedy challengesthe astonlshmen
and admirationof the sick. It ia In such cases, when
all the pleasuresof existenceappear cr' off from the
A Month.— Agents wanted. 30 best tell- unfortunate,and by It* wonderful, almosv upernatural
agoncy,It restoresthe hopelessto a new life and new
ing articles In the world. One sample free.
existence where this great remedy 'lands alone In Its
AddrassJAY BRONSON. Detroit, Mich might and power.

_______

posits and

OQ

W

<5

County,.
Give name of nearest Express OGlce.

State,

:

SARSAPARILLIAN

A^ASP^inc,

Bast’s Slldlns

MIXED

20

The

raised from the bottom of
without liftingthe shaft. Bores a 17
inch hole Irom 50 to 100 feet in one day. Can
make any size. Bouldersand Quicksand
handled with ease. Complete Rig $100, Territory selling rapidlv. Send for Circular.
O. RUST, Patentee,Macon, Mo.

WANTED

k

Outfits

FOOTPRINTS of

the AGES. Our

.^

dla®4^

_

month. Ac«nt« W.ntrd. Butin... honor•Me, lucrative,permtnmt. P.rttcnUr. free
P«r

$444

ArtilreM,A. 0. N.tlleton A

Co.,

Chicago, 111.

dSriffi!r

,n

'°rm., work’ a per-

OPIUM
, _ „

'

b0tUea‘

°r $1

-

1

LEDGER LEDGER1*
For the Next Half Year.

FOUR SIZES
CR F AT SUCCESS'-'1
SEND 2 SIAM PS FOR CATALOGUE
J.COOK'tfi Co* MANUFACTURERS.
__ WE ST ME RID E N.CT,

•

1000 SOLD LAST SEAfON
WITHOUT ONE FAILURE OB REJECTION

7 A

RADWAY’S

i

This Is the famous Threshingmachine that haa
“•wept the field” and created such a revolutionIn the
trade, by IU hatch uaa Oeaix-Savihoaxd Time-8av*

wo

prlnclplee.

AfflEST 0...
,
1

MEN

jfislgY READY RELIEF

and LADIES. ____

SHERMAN
I

TEL. CO,

»*ro. Wnahln^tonMemorlnl.
New.
Finest Nstlonsl picture Issued. Excellent

WILL
TT?rrrFT'\n^
±

Be8t Dressingfor Ladles’ Shoes.
(I JCj
x 111 JlJ Satibyaction Guaraktkxd.
Ladies, ask for It, Merchants, send for Cibculab.
ORVKL HOLDEN A CO., 187 R. Klnzle St, Ohlcsgo.

APP0RB

“M-

TNFLAMMATION OF THE KIDNEYS,

onne

CONGESTION OF THE LUNGS,

UWPIIKCEDENTEDLY LOW BATES EOH THE CENTENNIAL Campaign,cheaper than the cheknest, good as the
best. We will furnish THE Post AM) Mail. Daily Edition,for the ensuing live months,at two DOLLARS. Subsciptionsto be made at any time during tho month of
June. The Weekly Post and Mail for the ssme time,

'N

MONTH-

A

$280

Aganuwsntedeverywhere
Business honorabls and firstelasa. Particulars sent free. AddressWORTH A
CO.. 8L Louis. Mo.

REVOLVERS!

I

$3-00

PtaTt. runiniefl. HlaitnUS
foulopMP.kl Addnt* WESTBtll OUN WORXS. Cnicioo,
rM/*» far

fX

Pou. Kirtn.

IU.

READY RELIEF

moments,enre CRAMPS, SPASMS, SOUR STOMACH, HEARTBURN. SICK HEADACHE. DIAR.

BOWELS, and

all

ifo

INTERNAL PAINS,

THE

RAD*

Travelers should always carry a bottlo of
wfth them. A fow drops in water
will preventsickness or pains from change of water.

WAY’S RELIEF

IT IS

Price 50 Cents. Sold by Druggists.

Vf

BET*

Jr,i
Cards,

for

2$ Cents.

Etch

card

contalm

tr*T!,e
not vBihle until held towards the light
Fothlnglikethemeverbefbreofreredln
America. Biginduccmental
tato Agent* Novxltt ^iixtinqCo.,A»hlsnd,Ma*»

ANN j
ELIZA

Young’s
.5.qP0el™>y wlA
tratto* Dustin.

YOUNG,
T70UR

I.

own Likeness in oil

rLufta

1!

F¥1T7 A

C

s?8rrvS!s

Hartford,Ck, Cblea*
Ohto. SlrtwMtt. To.

colors, to

show onr work,

—

LEARN TELEGRAPHY.
But before going elsewhereto do so, send for clrculs’reof
the N. W. Tf.leohafhIgBTITUT*, Janesville,Wls.,
which is recommended bv Sun't of Western Union
Telegraph Co. as the only reliable school in the West

BOOK

for the

MILLION.

MEDICAL ADVICE

Addre««,

Catarrh, Rupture.
of

Perfectlytasteless, elegantlycoated with sweet gum,

vvaia

,

dfg

]
.

width. The Auger

G-ZUESAT

mm

MSSJLWIS
m
English
lixhed

both

JSSS

•Umud

profit aely Illnsf
coatenU of any other.
lng Grand Centennial
Faat growing In
couatryihenes,

Dr. J. A.

_____

__

SHERMAN

respectfully notifies the
beware of travelingImpostorswho are going
about the countryselling imitation appliancesand poisonous mixture as curative compound, fraudulentlypretendingto furnish his method. and thus endangering the
livesand causing Irreparable Injury to the unfortunate.
Ho ha* no agents, nor has he ever Instructedany one In
his business. Dr. Sherman Is now In Chicago, where
those Interested may consult him in peryon. and reap the
benefit of his experienceand remedies. For his addresa,
see Chicago papers. Principal office, 1 Ann Street, New
York. Books, with likenesses of cases before and after
cure, mailed on recelnt of 10 cents.

PWB,|

Grand Old

MUSTANG
LINIMENT,

WET GRAIN of
ONLY MACHINES

IN THE

these were mittencould rnn with profit
or econ^iy^dote^fast, thoroughand perfect work,

tially the

1876,
that

$28 TO $80 FES DAI
Can Actually be

Made

with the

Great

Well Auger

Western

ALL GRAIN, TIME

and MONEY wasting complica"Endless Aprons,” “Raddles," “Beater*,’’
“Picker* "etc., are entirely dltptntedwith: 1ms than
one-halfthe usual Oeare, Belts, Boxes, and Journals;
easier managed ; more durable ; light running ; no costly repair*;no dust; no “littering*"to clean up; not
troubledby adverse winds, rain or storms.
tions, such as

FARMERS and GRAIN RAISERS who

are notfsd
large saving made by It will not employ Infe*
rlor and wasteful machines, bnt will
on this
Improved Thresher doing their work.
In the

Mu

FOUR SIZES made for fl. 8, 10 and 12 Horse
Power*. Also a specialtyof Szpaaatou, designed
and made kxpbesslt fob bteah rowta.
TWO STYLES OF HORSE POWERS, fit.: our 1mproved “Triple dear," and our “Spur Speed" (Woodbury Style), both “ Mounted ” on
whSs. 1

A

StfOWERj!
rOBMLE

9.

Style#, Price*,

Terms, eta

A Co*,
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Nichole, Shepard

WE MEAN

How

NO AGENCY IN
»»»)
THE WORLD

Read “FALSE AND TRUE.”

RADWAY

Send one letter-stamp to
& CO.. No.
3ft
Street,
York. Information
worth thousands will bo sent yon.

New

to buy him.
n. How to train >

frutuun.,,.
ter. A

NEW BOOK

IT!

And are prepared to demonstrate tike

ffcafc

o

to
no. Sent by mall
ftOcento. Address
greet Interest

OTTR

AUGERS

HOR8E-POWER. and

are operated entirely
will bore at the rate of
They bore from

FEET PER HOUR.

bv

90

OF MEDIOINE AND 8URBEUY
A PAY n!a&e
by operatlDg
Bore*
a holt from 30 to <0 tacboa in dlametsr.100 foot a day eur. Band for
litBatntsd catalogue. Klmtea Iho
dirt without renjovlBg the ahafllng.

XL AUGER.

O.

MARTIN.
Patentee A Proprietor,

3 TO 6 FEET IN DIAMETER,

can compare with Collin*’ Voltnlc Plaster for
every ailment and dineaae for which a plaater may bo
worn. They never.weakenor delude the poor sufferer.
They carry comfort and happiness into every afflicted
household. Try them.

COLLINS1 VOLTAIC PLASTER

SELTZER

BleomJMd,low*

Is a Great Nerve Stimulant.

DO YOUR

OWN

PRINTING!

It

’KfOVEIaTY

It
It

All
PRINTING PRESS.
JFpr Profeaelonuland Atomtei

*

ctlen, Mai

,an(l other* Itia
In use*
00 to §150.00
). Manufraond

OOO

___ ____

It
It
It

eqaelizos the Circulation.
subdues InllanjrnaloryAction.

'

*

removes Pain and Serene#*,
strengthensthe Muscle*.
relaxes Stiffened Cords.
cures Nervous Shocks.

And ANY DEPTH REQUIRED. They will herein
All kinds of Earth. Soft Sand and Ltafc*tone, BituminousStono Goal,
Slate and Hardpan.
And we MAKE THE BEST OF WELLS in QUICKSAND.

GOOD ACTIVE AGENTS

Wanted In evwy
State and County in the United State*. Send for oenr
IllustratedCatnl^ue,terms, prices, Ac., preying,
uur advertisement* bona fide. Addre*a

i

GREAT WESTERN WELL AGGER
BLOOMFIELD,

Tamuto

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER
ABENTSt A S5 ARTICLE,
' Several are wanted in every house. A
purchase leads to a desire for our $15,
$5U or 840 article.

ALL OF GREAT UTILITY.

Phystrlnne, None*. Sclentlato,
and all Users approve them.

WAKEFIELD EARTH

CLOSET

CO.,

30 Dey Street,New Yorti.

CD,

Dlaeascs, like river*,spring from imall causes. The
roaringriver may not be enolly diverted from Its course,
DAVID CD.,
nor the neglected disease from its destructivework.
Taken in time. diMiaiw. which 1* merely an interrupted Orstate in what paper yon saw this advertisement.
function, may be averted by the a*e of Nature'sremedy,

Invaluable In Paralysis.
It removes Nervous Pains.
It cu res Sidnal W eakneaa. 4
It cure* Epilepsy or Fits.
It Is preacrilted by Physician*.
It Is Indorsedby Klectnclans.
It Is

Seltzer Aperient.

O.N.U.

com bln** tho medicinalproperties of the best mineral
waters In the wodd.
It

No competition to apeak of. Full infermation on receipt of atamp.

tloBandUnna.wSOAMMKLLftCO.,

la th*

RADWAY’S PILLS

teASiSSS:

WORK. NOW RKADTI

see that the

RUPTURE

Cents per Qox. SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

is

LOSSINC’S

of

grain, so ineviiablt

ttyln of Threshers,con be SAVED by thle
Improved Machine, luffident,on every job, to mart than
pay all erpentei of threshing.

icnlt Breathing, Flutteringat the Hurt, Choking or
luffocatlng Sensationswhen ins Lying Posture, Dimness of "Vision, Dots or Wobs before the Sight, Fever
and Dnll Pain In the Head, Deficiency of Perspiration.
Yellowness of tho Skin and Eyes, Pain In the Sldi
Chests, Limbs, and Sadden Flushesof Heat, Burning 1
the Flesh.
A few doses of
will free th
system from all tho above named disorders.Price ft.

filled andraisedbynorse

and lowered by hand.
Rights for sale. Circu-

;

uses, Hoartburn,
In the Stomach,
r at the Pit of the

t'K\T8

, Vornn’i Wall finger
bores 20 feet per hour,
by one man and horse,
without liftingshafting.
Bores from 1 to 4 feet in

THE ENORMOUS WASTAGE of

Incomplete and Unreliableworks
FLAX. TIMOTHY, MILLET, HUNGARIAN and
book you buy contains
like seeds are threshed,separated,cleaned and saved
44ft Fine EiigrnvliigsiindOftS Pages.
(U) easily and perfectly aa Wheat, Oats, Rye or Barley.
Send for circulars and extra terms to Agents. Addresa
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO. Chicago, 111.
AN EXTRA PRICE is usually paid for grain and
bochIs cleaned by ibis machine, for extra cleanUneii.

-

Warren

of Disease, the Foe
Pain to Xau and Beast,

The Enemy

vith other

Old,

being circulated

Headache. Constipation,
Costlvcncss,IndigeeUon, Dyspepsia, Biliousness. BiliousFever, Inflammation of the Bowels, Piles and all Derangements
of the
InternalViscera. Warrantedto effect a positive cure.
Purely Vegetable, containingno mercury, minerals,or
deleterious drugs.
tF"Observothe followingsymptoms resultingfrom
Nsordereof the Digestive Organs :
«
- ---- of the Bl00<1 ln

^
Ma

fMtKgUkennVOr b6f0ro0ff0red^ “4ent!''Territory
W. C. CANNON, Box E70, Boston,Mass.

U.S.

Diseases,

nnd a .‘{-centstamp for SO
White Bristol Vliitlng Cards. Printed
by a new process. No nicer ones over
!
Men. Pnces never liefore named.
.
Largest variety ever shown. All other
kinds correspondinglylow. Circulars,3-cent stamp.

Ij

CAUTION.—

are

Opium Habit, Ac., SENT FREE on receipt

itamn.
Dr. Butta'Dirpcnisry
No. 12N. Blhit, St Louis,

of the

ror mo cure ol ail disorders of the
Stomach,Liver, Bowels, Kidneys, Bladder, Nervous

JCiia ip#

creasing—Agents wanted evorywhsro-best IndncemenU
—don't waste tmi^ send^OjtefrenbgtAROB’T WELLS,

A

REGULATING FILLS

Th*

choleest in the world— Importers'
prices— Largest Company in America—
staple article— pleases everybody-Trsde continually in-

X

RADWAY’S

—

a.T.s.V’

HISTORY

great Interest In our thrilling hlston- makes this
‘-he fastest-selling book ever published. It containsa
full account of the Grand CentennialExhibition.

afflictedto

DR.

m.

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

The

BETTER THAN FRENCH BRANDY OB
BITTERS AS A STIMULANT.

IND READING, PSYCHOMANCY.FASCINATION.
IyX Soul Charming, Mesmerism and Lovers'Guide,

icago,

'entenivial

Tho application of tho
to the
part or part* where tho pain or difficulty exists will
afford oaso and comfort
Twenty drops In half a tumbler of water will, In a few

RHEA, DYSENTERY, COLIC, WIND

indep^

^column,

only forty cents! Consideringthe size nnd quality of the
editions of The Post and Mail, the price* above given
defy competition. The usual commualon allowed to
agent*. Address POST AND MAIL CO., Chicago, III

$77

OPiBiaS^sg

^s0mm

The Post and Mail.

SLE^H,NG'
PER WEEK GUARANTEED to Agent*.
Male and Female, In their own locality.
HVS™TARkHR<INFi
Terms and OUTFIT FREE. Address
P. O. VIOKKRY A 00.. August*. Maine.
HBA5^5?vTOOTHAcrfl?
MUMPS?A'
NEURaY/JIA,RHEUMATISM,
COLD
CHILLS, AGUE CiilLLa.
A/f ft to I00 * Week and Expenses, or $100
CD'iV forfeited.All the new and standard Novelties.
Obromoa, etc. Valuable Samplesfree with Circulars.
R. L. FLETCHER. Ill Chamber*Street. New York.

For the Next Half Year.
,

lov^

Per^

1

Terms moderate. 1,000 teatlma
nials. Describeesse. Du. F. E. Mabbh, Quincy, Mich.

CHICAGO

“T1 VIBRATOR”

UPRISE
1

,

CHICAGO

(or 111.

llln-d

obrooto diseasesshould purchase
a package containing one dozen bottles.Price $10

& teb/

Pm

Will

___ syrt Mul Hie |.roljn,-«l tiy u-lug |, $ X, rbmc A7inr
nnd liquid Us tract 0/ Htrf. I’bTrirlan*report many cure. In
lodlitmlnn,milou.neo, Comtlpiilion,llr.peptU,Pile., Lung,
Liter, Bladder, kidney nnd
fem.lePhyileUni .ay It never Lila In FEMALE. DISEASES allJ we.kneiae.,
f. t " Ood-aen I to fem.le*. 1 liomt-opathloand Old
Sohool Physiciansreport : ‘'ll »ierer/«w, the very midfrin.
for tAildrennnd /rmi/n." " Tlie only liquid Extrut of Baef
with Toule* and rathariUiiwe will n'reacrltw."Pricef 1 p«
hotti*. IICHARDSONk TUlllDQE,CINCINNATI,0.

i«Ln*^?.Mtrini(7KSk,5
"very one Is more or
a tew do,e* w111
oases, and a

Governmentand History. Goodspeed’s
SfreeTS0’?"
Book, Bible and Map House, Chicmjo.
Erne^re*

Will Pay lor th.

EATH

FORTUNE

$380

HALF A DOLLAR HALF A DOLLAR

filledAuger

the well

ACCIITQ
AbCN O

g

OAxtrldseai Vztool

JIN W

OK

--Om -

X'ixae

SbEtr*

off

<12

YRTANTED AGENTS.

$8.00.

consists of Voltaic-Electric Plate* of Silver and Zinc Imbedded In a Porous StrengtheningPlaater, Improved and
medicated according to recent dtscorerie# In pharmacy.
The union of a gentle and constantLlectric Batterywith
the beet Medicated Strengthening
Plaatwyet compounded, for the triflingsum o! 45 cent*, entitle* Dr. Collin*
to be oonaidareda public benefactor.

' SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

IMITATION BOLD WATCHES, CHAINS AND
equal

Rent by mall on receipt of 25 eta. for one,
$1.45 for six, or $4.ft5 for twelve, carefully
and warranted, by WEEKS
POTTER, Proprietor*, Boston, Mass.
_

&

In

appearance and for time to Gold Watches. Chain* from $!
Jewelrvat one-tenththe oort of Gold.

lotoet (tyle* of

IOWA.

No. ft*

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
v*.

•••

ST.

PAUL. J. FLIEMAN,

PRINTING!

« is

Saturday, June 17, 1876.

591 (Broadway, JTeiv York.

THE CHICAGO A NORTH-WESTERN R. R.

Top or Open BufBi

Embraces under ono management the Great Trunk
ies, ...
OPP* MetropoliUn Hotel.
Hallway Lineiof the WIST and 2I02T8-WMT. and
with
Ita numerous branchesaod Connections, forma
A Xorolnf os a SouthernTima.
Manufacturers,Imygrtert and Dealers in
theahortostandqalckestfottte between Chicago
k,\ '
' ; 5* •• -^fw***’‘ '
and all points In lulnolB, Wiecontln, Northern . *: Jit
a
Seated here’ In the hospitable mansion of Michigan, Minnesota,loWa, Nebraska, California
,
and the Western Territories,Its
el
the Rev. Dr. Craven, Ihe genial and able
Omaha and Oaldobnu Limb yj:
tIOIL
Presidentof Trinity College, North CaroIs the shortest and best route for all point* in
rfr.
linia, the air deliciously oool coming NorthwesterrIllinois, Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska,
Also sole Agon! .(Of the j
Wyoming. Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California,
SuitableTien,
acroM the plana, the fields golden with Oregon,Chink, Japan
and Australia.Its
ripe liarveataalready being gathered, the
Chicago, Madison and St. Paul Lots
morning sweet with a summery mixture of Is the short line 1<k Northern Wisconsin and MinMaterials.
•r
nesota, and for Madison,8l. Paul, Minneapolis,
red-clover top and captus, a brass band on Duluth and all points in toe great Northwest. Its
We are the Headquarters for every thing In the
Winona and Br. PrriB Lmi.
the College Catnpuspl^hii“AW ay flown
In use In fills State,
Is the only route for Winona, Rochester, Owaton- Tbls wagon is the best wa.
Southln
•Mtt the only alope-spo
agon manufacna, Mankato, 8t Peter, New Ulm, and all point*
tured. It Is a better wagon' than thd Jack
on Sioux City & Bt. Paul HSIlroad In Sonthein
State, J[t
1
son Wagon, and I will sell them Just as
and Central Minnesota. Its
here of Congress, and scores of clergymen
/
cheap, and give a written wan aaty
Grbbn Bat, amp Mabuoitoc Limb
, wn/ ‘for one year. Wagons of ray
ic
of all denotninttions mingling in the clans Is tbs only line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond
own manufacture I will
Being
Manufacturersof the
sell
!<<
gathering, for Commencement Day
at Du Lac, Oshkosh, Appleton, Green Bay. Escanaba,
Negaunee, Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and
Micro-Scientijic Lantern,
this point a group of merry ministers the Lake superior Country, its
Stereo Panopticon,
Fbbkport and DuBuqui Link
break in our meditations and the sentence
UniversityStereopticon,
I* the only route lor Elgin, Rockford,Freeport,
we began has forgotten the goal for which and all points yla Fnjeporf. Its
Artopticon,
General Blacksmlthlng done with neatnvu
it started.
>****««
Chicago and Milwaukbb Linb
Advertiser's tftereopticon,

5^

a

'

& Heavy Wagons.

•

CHROMOs ^FRAMES,

SLEIGHS TtyTCKS

;

Stereoscopes] VieWs,

'

likyi.Snftwwui

.......

.

tier ta’s IT? Co
SOUTH BEND, IND.

Photographic

Stereopticons and

/

.

for

SIXTY DOLLARS

^

All

^

'

Work

CASH

apd

fifty miles between

XANTERN.

SCHOOL

Horse Shoeing a

~FLIEMAN.

Each

style

being the best of Its class In the market.

J.

are run on all throughtrains of this road.
a group of young men from the dry dock
This is the only hue runningthese cars between
of collegiate life on the wide waters of Chicagoand St. Paul, Chicago and Milwaukee, or
Chicagoand Winona.
professional activity.
give them three
At Omaha onr Sleepers connect with the Overland Sleepers on the Union Pacific Railroad for all
cheers and a benedition. We never heard points West of the MissouriRiver.
On the arrivalof the trains from the East or
so many magnetic speeches on one comSouth, the trains of the Chicago & North-Western
mencement platform as on this. The RailwayLEAVE CHICAGO as follows:
For Council Bluff*.Omaha and California. Two
stereotyped manner and inevitable gesture Through Trains daily, with Pullman Palace Draw
of the ordinary collegian were swallowed Ing Room and Sleeping Cars through to Council
Bluffs.
in the fact that the graduates had someFor St. Paul and Minneapolis,Two Through
Trains dslly, with Pullman Palace Cars attached
thing to say.
on both trains.
For Green Bay and Lake Superior,Two Trains
Can it be that we,
sit to day in
daily, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, and runwarm-hearted and gleeful interview, were ning throughto Marquette.
For Milwaukee,Four Through Trains daily, Pulla few years ago busy in breaking each
man Cars on night trains,Parlor Chair Cars on day
other’s heads! Yes, at the gate of the very trains.
For Sjxirta and Winona and points on Sioux
house where l write General Hardee sur- City and St. Pan! Railroad and for points in Min
rendered his troops, the closing act of the nesota, One Throngh Train dally, with Pullman
Sleepers to Winona.
For Dubuque,via Freeport, Two Through Trains
rebellion ; while from this house the Genff
daBy, with Pullman Cara on night trains.
eral and his family wont out to the wagons
For Dubuque and La Crotse, via Clinton, Two
that took them home. When will the day Throngh Trains daily, with Pullman Carson night
train to McGregor, Iowa,
come which, by Congressof nations, shall For Sioux City and Yankton and points on Sioux
City & St. Paul Railroad, Two Trains daily. Pullsettle all great disputes, leaving
man Cars to Missoori Valley Junction.
For Lake Geneva, Four Trains dally.
butchery to Rornesian cannibals and Mo*
For Rockford, Sterling,Kenosha, Janesville,and
docs?
other phints, you can have from two to ten trains
daily.
Notwithstandingwhat some of the poliNew York Office, No. 415 Broadway: Boston Ofticians say we believe the feeling of cor- fice,No. 5 State Street; Omaha Office, 258 Famhnm
Street; San Francisco Office, 121 Montgomery
diality on the part of the South towards Street;Chicago Ticket Offices:62 Clark Street,
under Sherman House; corner Canal and Madison
the North is almost universal. There are
Streets ; Kinxie Street Depot, corner W. Klnzie and
more bitter and blood-thirsty
at the Canal Streets; Wells Street Depot, corner Wells

Holland. September 1, 1875.

'OR

who

•d

North" who heed recohsfrucflon than at the

South. Before the next Presidential campaign

is

done

this fact will be

demonstrated.

In Congress and in some of our Northern
ecclesiasticalcourts there are

mined

to

men

deter-

Streets.

Christ’s sake, let

SCHOUTEN & MEENG3.

STENNBTT;

Here amid the hills of central North
stands Trinity College, an hon-

or to its indefatigable President and the
Its graduates already

adorn every

Any X&tsrprlilagbub can make modey with s Esgio
Lantern.

before

it

MANUFACTURERSOF AND DEALERS IN

BOOTS, SHOES,

IPHCCEjITIX
Planing Mill.
In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

Of

RUBBERS, ETC.
A Very large stock

the

literaryinstitutionsof the country.
a heart full of gratitude for

HEAD-QUARTERS
-FOR-

And we are confident we can
want

hospitalitiesextended,we bill North Car-

olina hail

and

farewell.— CArirtton at

Work.

New York

papers state that a Grand

Council of the American League was

re-

- -

Stmt,

8th

State, and that a committee was appointed
to call

ly

A A.

F.

to act

upon

Print-

ing are unequaled in this

and we are at

all times

city,

prepar-

ed to execute

STEAM

AND BLINDS,

DOORS, SASH

Or anything fn our line, manufactured on short
notise.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

DEALERS,

H.

W. YERBEEK &
HM

KANHODS: BOW LOST, HOW

JUST RECEIVED
Clothing,

0-

-

Heald* Fairbanks

Co.
’

Crockery,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,
Boots a Shoes,
Etc., Etc.
We

troduced in Agriculture.

Blankets,

150
Orders for repairs and parts of machines
taken and promptly filled.

1876.

BARRELS

of

SALT.

deal also extensively in Flour and Country
P. A A. STEKETEE.

Holland,

Mich., Oct. 28, 1875.

Mortgage Sale.

JSTE'W

.

F.

'

-

—

THE

IptEiiibgiifs.

of

Brugman & Son.

-

o

Have a specific influenceupon the Liver anBowels, and stimulate these organs into such vie
orous action that the Impediments are removed.
Favorablyknown by operating mildly.
They prevent all irregularitiesoriginating from
impurities of the Blood.

—

SOLD

AT

—

COMMERCIAL
PRINTING.

LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS,
BILL HEADS,
Druggist.
STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,
Holland, Mich.

Wholesale and Retail
H.

—

-

AMI-BILIOUSAND EXPECTORANT PULP,

FURNITURE
—
-

.Mi _ . ...

IN

DR. SCHOUTEN’S

We
Produce.

10-3m

Promptly and Neatly

41 Ann St., Hew York; Post Office Box. 458G.

Also Live Geese Feathers.

tors, Et, Etc.

JOB FRETTING

Address the Publishers,

Shawls,
Yarns and
Cottonades

Horse Rakes. The Dodge
Plow, of Kalamazoo. Buckeye Grain Drills. Cultiva-

Holland, April 20

Price, In a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay
clearlydemonstrates,
from a thirty years’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abusemay be radicallycured withdut the dangerous nse of internal medicineor the application
of the knife; pointing ont a mode of cure at once
simple, certain,and effectual,by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his conditionmav
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radl

ALL KINDS OF

Sent nnder seal, in a plain envelope,to any address, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.

Sheetings,

Mow-

!

Just published,a new edition of
Dr. CulvenrsU'i Celebrated Essay on
the radicalcure (without medicine)
of Spermatorrma or Seminal Weakness. Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency,
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedimentsto
Marriage, etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
fits, Induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, Ac.

VfT This Lecture should he in the hands
every youth and every man in the land.

combined Reaper
Flannels,
and Mower. Adams & French
Russell’s

Harvester. Empire State

RESTORED

m/mTSkm

carry the heaviest stock ol goods in the City ;
Buy in large quantities,and sell cheap for cash or
Ready Pay. Staple goods in enormous quantities, colly.
such as

Default having been made In the condition* of
payment of a certain Indentureof Mortgage, beardent. A former Mgjor Generul of Volun- ing date the twerty-ninth day of April Fn the year
teers was elected Grand President of the of our Lord one thousandeight hundred and ‘seventy four. Made and executeu by Henry Sameit and
Council. A delegationwas appointedto Emma Sameit his wife of the city of Holland, in the
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,parties
attend the Cincinnatiand St. Louis Conof the first part, and Charles Storing and Melvin A
ventions in the interest of the League. Storing, of the same place, parties of the second
part, and recorded In the office of Register of Deeds
An address was deliveredfrom a promi- In and for the Comity of Ottawa ana State of Michigan, on the twentv-eighth day of May, ono thousand
nent ex-Governor,and it was resolved to
eight hundred and seventy-four, at eight o’clock a.
issue an address calling upon all Ameri- m. of said day, in Liber ‘Z* of Mortgages on page four
hundred and eleven. And whereas there Is claimed
cans to vote in favor of Americans ruling to be due and unpaid at this date on said Mortgage

out

Job

AND THE DRYING OF LUMPER
WE SHALL MAKE A

nominations for Presidentand Vice-Presi-

America and the Bible

A

facilities for

dirtst khlist

Steketee,

a National Conference to meet at

Philadelphiathe 19th of July,

Our

SPECIALITY.

Farm Implements. Dry Goods, 4
- Groceries,

twenty-one States were representQd by two

Grand Council of each

HOLLAND JIM,
46-8

cently organized in Philadelphia, in which

delegatee frtfm the

whs

on hand.
WE HAVE

er. Triumph Reaper. Gale’s
“0. A. U.”

satisfy all

Planing, Matching,

A heavy stock of

With

extraordinary

Most Approved Patterns;

Or Re-Sawing Done.

re-

such os invites but few of the

JOB OFFICE.

out this advertisementfor refer-

[Harrington’s Block, Eighth Street.]

Have opened a Salesroomon Eighth street in the
store formerly occupied by Slooter & Higgins,
opposite the City Hotel, where the Farmers
of this section of the country are religious influences accompany the intelectuspectfullyinvited to examine all the
al, and a career of usefulness spreads out
improved machinery lately in-

the land. High moral and

“1TBWS”

nece.^J

profession and take influential part In the
politics of

-

THE

Caiaioguos of Lantern and Slides with directions
using sent on application.

l#*Cut

.

us have

peace!

Carol Inia

~

For rates or Information not attainablefrom
vour home ticket agents, apply to
W. H.
MAfcVIN HUGH ITT,
Gen.Pass.AgH,Chicago. Gen. Sup’t, Chicago.

drag forth their war speeches of

1862. For

State.

Kinxie

-

for

human

men

RECEIVED AT

t

a good smoke go to

We

JUST

FAMILY LANTERN

PEOPLE’S LANTERN.

Speciality.

Pullman Palacb Cabs

here to help at the launching of

MATERIAL

Warranted.

Between two Sabbaths we stepped over:
the six hundred

BSTE-W

1

dispatch.

aaii

Mag-

Lanterns,

-

home and

!

MANUFACTUREROF

WALSH,

Holland, Mich., Feb.

PRICE LISTS,

25, 1875 . 2-tf

—

CARDS,

1876.

1876.

in the schools with-

TAGS,

dr.

compromise. A National committee

cqu'ty,having been commenced to recover the same,
or any part thereof:Bow therefornotice Is hereby
phia after July 1, and the Conference given that on Tuesday, the twenty-eecond day of
August, one thousand eight hundred and seventyadjourned to meet July 4 in Boston.
six, at one o’clock In the afternoon of said day, at
the front door of the Conntjr Comt House, In the
city of Grand Haven in said County of Ottawa and
remaining timbers of the hulk of State of Michigan,that being the place for holding
the Circuit Conrt for said connty, there will be sold
the Merrimac, once a formidable floating rt public auction or veu doe to the highestbidder
the premisesdiscribed In said Mortgage or so much
battery, having been successfully raised
thereof as mav be necessarv to satisfy the amount
by diver West, were towed up recently to doe and parable on said Mortgage, with Interest
thereon at the rate of ten pur cent per annum, and
the
Yard dock with the pontoons all the legal costs and charges of snch foreclosnre
sale, and also an attorney fee of twenty-five
and lifting lighter attached, with which and
dollars,as provided for in said Mortgage, In case
she draws about twenty-fourand a half proceedingsshould be taken to forclose the same.
The following Is the description of the lands and
feet of watar. The diver has been inde- premises as appearsin said Mortgage,to-wit: All
latigabloin his exertions to raise this that certain parcel of land, which Is sitnated In the
City of Holland, Ottawa Connty, State of Michigan
and Is farther described as the east half of lot numsunken wreck, and his ettorts have
ber four (4) In block numbered twentv-nlne(29) in
been crowned with success,
baring said city according to the map thereof, of rec rd In
cleared the navigation of a most danger- the office of the Register pt Deeds, of Ottawa
Connty, as of the Village of Holland.
ous obstacle, althoughin a pecuniarypoint
Dated: Holland May 19th, A. D. 1876.

A'T

room was ordered established at Philadel-

The

Navy

I

J.

M. Reidsema & Son.

Meat Market,
Jacot Unite.

.

cn
where ______
_____ _____
_______ _____
keep conetantly on hand, the choicest
ana
Fresh Meats, and offer them at the lowest prices.
I expect to see all our old friends,to come and call
on me, when I will offer them snch bargains as will
Induce them to purchase their daily rations witl

of

may not be so advantageous to CHARLES STORING and MELVIN A. STORING
Mortqaqees.
me.
him. The pontoons have been pumped
Howard A McBbide, AWys for Mortgagees,
out, and the hulk will be taken into the
I will sell cheaper than any
A BIO thing the “Bee Hive" cigar at
dry dock for examinationto-day. The
SCHOUTEN A MEENGS.
one In this City.
bottom timbers are for the most part of
JACOB KUITB.
Holland, Fab. 14.
46 2-s
" live oak, and all the wood suitable for
of view

it

•A-

manufacturing into canes will be utilized

!

1874.

BOOKBINDING!

FOR SALE.

for that purpose. All day yesterday the

am again preparedto ran excursions from here to
tho month of

This summer I win take small parlies down In the
moral rg and back at night for THREE DOLLARS. Larger parties,FIVE DOLLARS.
Having fitted ont a large barge, which
will carry from 800 to 400 persons,
I will take ,

Sunday-School

& Church

A.

Ex.

Muskegon,Sept,

8 1875.

CLOETINGH.

J.

Holland, April 19‘

VAN LANDEOEND,

Programmes,
Handbills,

Law

.

Blanks,

Pic-nics
For Fifteen dollar* instead of Twenty dollar* a*
heretofore.Thanking all my former patron*,I

Etc., Etc., Etc

their favors again this season, a* the price I*
very low.
FRANK R. BROWER, Captain.
Holland, Mich., Jane % 1876.
solicit

Dissolution Notice.
John Rood A Son 1* dissolved by motnal consent.
All claims Due said firm, and all claims against
said firm are to be settledwith

JohnRooet

The undersignedwishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at
• Navy yard was crowded with persons present located at Mmkegon, he has made arrangeHolland, Mich., Jane 1st, 1871.
A 8 Acre Fruit Farm conUlnlng some 800 bearing
curioiwito look at the once famous old menu with Mr. W. VoSt, at Holland, at whose grape vines, 100 Cnrrant bushes; Htrawberrlee;
Perrons owing said fimwlll
store,on River street, all Job work for binding can
Pears. Apple. Quince, Chestnnt, Mnlberry,Apprl- account, as soon as possible. John jwjubi.
vessel, and a good opportunitywill now o® 1**7 1 5ave purchased a new and completeline
cot. Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.
No money required down inquire or
be afforded for doing so while the hulk is
in the dry dock.—

!

Black Lake,

now

he

EXCURSIONS

JgVm

0,.

and Ornamental printing. Call and
examine specimens and prises.
All kinds of Color

